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We analyze the flow into inflation for generic “single-clock” systems, by combining an effective field
theory approach with a dynamical-systems analysis. In this approach, we construct an expansion
for the potential-like term in the effective action as a function of time, rather than specifying a
particular functional dependence on a scalar field. We may then identify fixed points in the effective
phase space for such systems, order-by-order, as various constraints are placed on the Mth time
derivative of the potential-like function. For relatively simple systems, we find significant probability
for the background spacetime to flow into an inflationary state, and for inflation to persist for at
least 60 efolds. Moreover, for systems that are compatible with single-scalar-field realizations, we
find a single, universal functional form for the effective potential, V (φ), which is similar to the well-
studied potential for power-law inflation. We discuss the compatibility of such dynamical systems
with observational constraints.
I. INTRODUCTION
Early-universe inflation remains the leading explana-
tion for several observable features of our universe today,
such as its large-scale homogeneity and spatial flatness,
as well as the specific pattern of primordial perturba-
tions visible in the cosmic microwave background radia-
tion. (For reviews, see Refs. [1–7].) An important ques-
tion has been whether the onset of inflation itself may
be considered generic, or whether inflation requires fine-
tuned initial conditions. (For reviews, see Refs. [8, 9].)
Recent work, including numerical studies that implement
full (3 + 1)-dimensional numerical relativity [10, 11] and
topological arguments [12], suggests that the onset of
early-universe inflation may be rather generic, even amid
inhomogeneous and anisotropic initial conditions.
In the light of these recent results, it is of interest to
explore generic characteristics of the onset (or otherwise)
of inflation. Are there common features of the dynamical
flow into inflation that one may identify, without needing
to consider many distinct models, one at a time?
In this paper, we combine recent work on effective
field theory (EFT) approaches to inflation [13, 14] (for
a review, see Ref. [7]) with a dynamical-systems analysis
originally formulated to characterize late-universe accel-
eration [15]. Our goal is to develop tools with which
to address the flow into inflationary states for general
“single-clock” descriptions of inflation — a formulation
that includes, but is not limited to, single-scalar-field
(SSF) models of inflation.
In order to develop the formalism we restrict attention
here to background spacetimes that are (already) homo-
geneous, isotropic, and spatially flat, and aim to relax
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these assumptions in future work. We focus on the dy-
namical flow into inflationary states for initial conditions
that are not expressly geared to trigger inflation, and de-
velop heuristic measures over such initial conditions with
which to estimate the probability that inflation will begin
and persist for at least 60 efolds.
Given our focus on the dynamics of single-clock sys-
tems, we construct an expansion for the potential-like
term in the effective action as a function of time, rather
than specifying a particular functional dependence on
a scalar field, φ. We may then study the dynamics
of such systems, order by order, as various constraints
are placed on the Mth time derivative of that function.
Our approach complements the techniques developed in
Refs. [16–28] to study attractor behavior for inflation-
ary models, either by specifying a particular form for
the scalar field’s potential, V (φ), or by adopting the
Hamilton-Jacobi formalism to study the evolution of the
Hubble parameter as a function of the scalar field, H(φ).
Within the effective phase space for the systems we
consider, we identify at most two hyperbolic inflationary
fixed points at any order M of the dynamical system.
Each fixed point can be mapped onto one of two types
of behavior: either pure de Sitter evolution of the back-
ground spacetime, or evolution in accord with a partic-
ular solution to power-law inflation. Moreover, by set-
ting down heuristic probability distributions over initial
conditions within the phase spaces for the two simplest
orders of the dynamical system, we demonstrate that the
probability for the system to flow into an inflationary
state can be significant. In fact, when we consider initial
conditions that are not compatible with SSF realizations,
the probability of flowing into inflation can be enhanced.
Lastly, for trajectories through phase space that are com-
patible with SSF realizations, we find that each such tra-
jectory is compatible with a single, universal functional
form for the effective potential, V (φ), a form which is
similar to the well-studied potential for power-law infla-
2tion [16, 29–33].
In Section II, we introduce the effective action and
equations of motion for the relevant degrees of freedom,
and introduce the variables in terms of which we param-
eterize the dynamical system for any order M . In Sec-
tion III we consider dynamical trajectories for the zeroth-
and first-order systems, identify fixed points in the effec-
tive phase space, describe various types of flows for the
dynamical system, and estimate the probability that in-
flation will begin and persist for at least 60 efolds. In
Section IV we demonstrate that trajectories through the
phase space for zeroth- and first-order systems that cor-
respond to an SSF realization may each be fit with a sin-
gle functional form for the effective potential, V (φ), and
in Section V we discuss how this inferred form for V (φ)
may be constrained by recent observations. Concluding
remarks follow in Section VI. We explore aspects of the
second-order system in Appendix A, and consider aspects
of the Mth order system (for M ≥ 3) in Appendix B.
II. DYNAMICAL EQUATIONS FOR THE
BACKGROUND
In this section we introduce the relevant degrees of free-
dom and dynamical equations that govern the system of
interest. We build upon the effective field theory (EFT)
of inflation pioneered in Refs. [13, 14], combined with
complementary EFT techniques from Ref. [15], which
were originally designed to address late-universe accel-
eration. We work in units with ~ = c = 1, so that the
reduced Planck mass may be written Mpl = (8piG)
−1/2 '
2.4 × 1018 GeV. We restrict attention to four spacetime
dimensions and adopt the metric signature (−,+,+,+).
Lower-case Greek letters α, β, · · · = 0, 1, 2, 3 label space-
time indices.
A. The effective action
Inflation may be described as a period of accelerated
expansion of space, during which the universe evolves in
a quasi-de Sitter state. The inflationary phase cannot
be an exact de Sitter state, because the accelerated ex-
pansion must end. Hence the time-translation invariance
of the action describing the relevant degrees of freedom
during inflation must be broken: the action should be
symmetric under time-dependent, 3-dimensional spatial
diffeomorphisms, rather than under 4-dimensional space-
time diffeomorphisms. In other words, there must exist
a clock that counts down the time until inflation ends.
Though it is typical to model early-universe inflation in
terms of the dynamics of one or more scalar fields, the
clock need not correspond to a scalar field [13].
The selection of a gauge effects a (3 + 1)-dimensional
decomposition of the underlying spacetime, foliating it
with 3-dimensional spatial hypersurfaces. (See, e.g.,
Ref. [3].) The quasi-de Sitter background of inflation
has a privileged spatial slicing, determined by the sym-
metries of the (physical) clock. One may select a slicing
(or gauge) in which fluctuations in the clock at different
spatial locations vanish (to first order), leaving only per-
turbations in the spacetime metric. This choice of time
slicing is known as “unitary gauge” [13]. (We will see be-
low how to implement unitary gauge for the familiar case
of an inflationary model involving a single scalar field.)
Following Ref. [13], we adopt unitary gauge and con-
sider the most general effective action that respects time-
dependent spatial diffeomorphisms, expanding around
a spatially flat Friedmann-Lemaˆıtre-Robertson-Walker
(FLRW) metric. The action may then be written
S = S0 + ∆S, (1)
where
S0 =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
M2pl
2
R− L(t)− c(t)g00
]
. (2)
Here R is the spacetime Ricci scalar, g00 is the ‘time-
time’ component of the (inverse) metric tensor, and L(t)
and c(t) are (as yet unspecified) functions of time. The
term ∆S includes terms that are quadratic (and higher)
in the fluctuations of the metric, as well as terms that
contain higher-order derivatives of the metric (which we
assume are suppressed in the low-energy effective theory).
Because we are interested in the dynamics of the back-
ground spacetime, we will focus on S0 in the remainder
of our analysis.
Varying S0 with respect to g
µν yields the Friedmann
equations,
H2 =
1
3M2pl
[c(t) + L(t)] , (3)
H˙ +H2 = − 1
3M2pl
[2c(t)− L(t)] , (4)
where H ≡ a˙/a is the Hubble parameter, and overdots
denote derivatives with respect to time. Solving Eqs. (3)
and (4) for c(t) and L(t) yields
c(t) = −M2plH˙, (5)
L(t) = M2pl
(
3H2 + H˙
)
. (6)
We may then substitute Eqs. (5) and (6) back into Eq. (2)
to find
S0 =
∫
d4x
√−gM2pl
[
R
2
− 3H2 + H˙ (g00 − 1)] . (7)
The term S0 is known as the “universal” part of the ac-
tion, since this contribution to S is fixed by the history
of the background. (See, e.g., Appendix B of Ref. [7].)
The relationships in Eqs. (3) and (4) enable us to iden-
tify the energy density ρ = c+L and pressure p = c−L
for the matter degrees of freedom filling the FLRW space-
time. Then we may specify the various point-wise energy
3conditions [34–36] in terms of c(t) and L(t). The null en-
ergy condition (NEC) may be written
NEC : ρ+ p ≥ 0→ c(t) ≥ 0. (8)
The weak energy condition (WEC) becomes
WEC : ρ ≥ 0 and ρ+ p ≥ 0 (9)
→ c(t) + L(t) ≥ 0 and c(t) ≥ 0.
The dominant energy condition (DEC) may be written
DEC : ρ ≥ 0 and ρ± p ≥ 0 (10)
→ c(t) + L(t) ≥ 0 , c(t) ≥ 0 , and L(t) ≥ 0.
And the strong energy condition (SEC) takes the form
SEC : ρ+ 3p ≥ 0 and ρ+ p ≥ 0 (11)
→ 2c(t)− L(t) ≥ 0 and c(t) ≥ 0.
As usual, we expect the strong energy condition to be vi-
olated during an inflationary phase. Moreover, it is pos-
sible that an effective field theory may violate the other
(point-wise) energy conditions without yielding unphysi-
cal instabilities [37]; in such cases, appropriately averaged
versions of the energy conditions may still be satisfied.
In single-scalar-field (SSF) models of inflation, the evo-
lution of the scalar field φ plays the role of the physical
clock. As usual, we may decompose the scalar field as
φ(xµ) ≡ φ0(t) + δφ(xµ), (12)
where |δφ(xµ)| is considered to be small compared to
φ0(t). The field fluctuations δφ are gauge dependent.
Hence we may choose a spatial slicing such that the scalar
field is homogeneous across space but evolves over time,
φ(xµ) → φ0(t) with δφ(xµ) = 0, leaving only perturba-
tions in the spacetime metric. In particular, if we perform
a shift of the time coordinate,
t→ t+ ξ0(xµ), (13)
where |ξ0(xµ)| is also considered to be small, then the
field fluctuation transforms as
δφ(xµ)→ δφ(xµ) + φ˙0(t) ξ0(xµ), (14)
to first order in ξ0. (See, e.g., Refs. [3, 13].) We may
choose
ξ0(xµ) ≡ −δφ(x
µ)
φ˙0(t)
, (15)
so that
φ(xµ)→ φ0(t), (16)
thereby implementing unitary gauge. In this way, the
fluctuations of the scalar field have been gauged away,
and a new time coordinate has been defined to track the
value of the field φ0(t) [13].
For an SSF model of inflation involving a minimally
coupled scalar field subject to a potential V (φ), we may
write the action as
S =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
M2pl
2
R− 1
2
gµν∂µφ∂νφ− V (φ)
]
. (17)
In unitary gauge, φ→ φ0(t), so Eq. (17) becomes
S =
∫
d4x
√−g
[
M2pl
2
R− 1
2
g00φ˙20(t)− V (φ0(t))
]
. (18)
Eq. (18) has the same form as Eq. (2), and hence for an
SSF model in unitary gauge we may identify
V (φ0(t))↔ L(t) , 1
2
φ˙20(t)↔ c(t), (19)
and similarly recognize Eqs. (3) and (4) as the usual
background-order relations
1
2
φ˙20(t) = −M2plH˙, (20)
V (φ0(t)) = M
2
pl
(
3H2 + H˙
)
. (21)
Substituting these relations into Eq. (18) yields the ex-
pression for S0 in Eq. (7). Thus the usual action for
an SSF model with a minimally coupled scalar field, in
unitary gauge, corresponds to the universal part of the
action displayed in Eq. (7), though the action in Eq. (7)
is not limited to the case of an SSF model [13].
B. Dynamical equations of motion
If we neglect the higher-order terms contained in ∆S,
then the dynamics of a system described by the action
in Eq. (2) depends on only two functions of time, c(t)
and L(t). To study the dynamics of this system, one
could solve for the evolution of a(t) and thereby derive
the behavior of c(t) and L(t). Or, adopting a dynamical-
systems point of view, one may leave c(t) and L(t) free
and study what forms of these functions yield viable ex-
pansion histories a(t). Following Ref. [15], we adopt the
latter approach. (See also, e.g., Ref. [38].)
First we note that we may take a time derivative of
Eq. (3) and use Eq. (5) to find an analogue of the conti-
nuity equation:
c˙(t) + L˙(t) = −6Hc(t). (22)
Naturally Eq. (22) is not independent of Eqs. (3) and
(4), though it is convenient to consider all three of these
equations. Then, following Ref. [15], we may define the
dimensionless variables (suppressing the explicit time de-
4pendences for now):
x ≡ c
3M2plH
2
, (23)
y ≡ L
3M2plH
2
, (24)
λm ≡ −L
(m+1)
HL(m)
, (25)
for m = 0, 1, 2, . . . . In Eq. (25), (m) represents the mth
derivative with respect to time. Eq. (25) introduces an
infinite tower of dimensionless variables that encode im-
plicit choices for the functional form of L(t), though in
practice we will only consider a finite number of these
terms for a given phase-space analysis.
Our next task is to derive a set of coupled, ordinary dif-
ferential equations (ODEs) with which we may construct
a dynamical-systems analysis. Making use of Eq. (22) as
well as the definitions in Eqs. (23)–(25), we find
dx
d ln a
= λ0y − 6x− 2x H˙
H2
, (26)
dy
d ln a
=
(
−λ0 − 2 H˙
H2
)
y, (27)
dλm−1
d ln a
=
(
−λm + λm−1 − H˙
H2
)
λm−1, (28)
for m ≥ 1. Similarly, the first Friedmann equation,
Eq. (3), is equivalent to the constraint
x+ y = 1. (29)
Furthermore, we may use Eqs. (5) and (6) to find an
expression for the slow-roll parameter, :
 ≡ − H˙
H2
=
3
2
(1 + x− y) = 3x, (30)
where the final expression comes from applying the con-
straint of Eq. (29). Eqs. (26)–(29) are derived from
Eqs. (3), (4), and (22).
We only consider scenarios in which H(t) is real and
hence H2 ≥ 0. Therefore the null energy condition
(NEC) in Eq. (8) corresponds to x ≥ 0. Since we al-
ways impose the constraint of Eq. (29), any trajectory
through the effective phase space that satisfies x ≥ 0 will
also satisfy the weak energy condition (WEC) of Eq. (9).
On the other hand, only trajectories for which x ≥ 0 and
y ≥ 0 will satisfy the dominant energy condition (DEC)
of Eq. (10).
Eqs. (26)–(29) do not form a closed system, because of
the infinite tower in Eq. (28), but we can make them so
by fixing λM to be a constant for some M ≥ 0. We will
refer to the dynamical system so obtained as the Mth-
order system. In this case, the dynamics are controlled
by a constrained system of 2+M ODEs (for x, y, and λm,
where m = 0, 1, . . . ,M−1), where the constraint is given
by Eq. (29). (Solving this closed and constrained system
allows one to determine all λm for m > M .) Thus one
may study the dynamics of such a system order-by-order
in M .
Upon setting λM = constant for some M ≥ 0,
Eqs. (26)–(29) take the form:
dx
d ln a
= λ0y − 3x+ 3x2 − 3xy, (31a)
dy
d ln a
= −λ0y + 3y + 3xy − 3y2, (31b)
dλ0
d ln a
=
[
−λ1 + λ0 + 3
2
(1 + x− y)
]
λ0, (31c)
dλ1
d ln a
=
[
−λ2 + λ1 + 3
2
(1 + x− y)
]
λ1, (31d)
...
dλM−1
d ln a
=
[
−λM + λM−1 + 3
2
(1 + x− y)
]
λM−1, (31e)
1 = x+ y, (31f)
and the slow-roll parameter  is given by Eq. (30). Hence
one may determine whether the system is in an infla-
tionary state simply by monitoring the value of x. In
particular,
inflation occurs if and only if x <
1
3
, (32)
which corresponds to  < 1 and hence a¨ > 0.
The effective phase space of this dynamical system is
(1+M)-dimensional, stemming from the (2+M) ODEs in
Eqs. (31a)–(31e), subject to the constraint of Eq. (31f).1
The phase space is naturally described in terms of the
coordinates (x, y, λ0, . . . , λM−1).
Two (related) time coordinates prove to be especially
convenient: cosmic time, t, and
τ ≡ ln a(t). (33)
One may study Eqs. (31a)–(31e) in terms of t rather than
τ , but then an explicit factor of the Hubble parameter H
will appear in each equation (since d ln a/dt = H), and
one must then also use Eq. (30) when solving the coupled
system of equations.
Given the definition of λm in Eq. (25), we see that
fixing λM to be a constant for some M ≥ 0 yields
L(M)(t) = L(M)(ti)
[
a(ti)
a(t)
]λM
, (34)
1 Note that the structure of the equations described in Eq. (31)
is somewhat simpler than it first appears, because there exist
invariant manifolds at any order. For example, it is straightfor-
ward to show that for the Mth-order system, d(x+y−1)/d ln a =
3(x − y)(x + y − 1). Thus one does not move off the constraint
surface if one begins on it. By the same reasoning, the surfaces
y = 0, and λm = 0 for m = 0, 1, . . .M − 1, are also invariant
manifolds.
5where ti is some fixed initial time. Thus, setting λM to be
a constant corresponds to assuming that the Mth time-
derivative of L(t) scales as a power law in the scale factor
a(t), with power −λM . Moreover, following Ref. [15],
we note that possessing an expression for the Mth time-
derivative of L(t) allows us to expand L(t) as a Taylor
series about ti:
L(t) =
M−1∑
m=0
L(m)(ti)
m!
(t− ti)m +
∫ t
ti
dt˜
(t− t˜)M−1
(M − 1)! L
(M)(t˜)
=
M−1∑
m=0
L(m)(ti)
m!
(t− ti)m + L(M)(ti)
∫ t
ti
dt˜
(t− t˜)M−1
(M − 1)!
[
a(ti)
a(t˜)
]λM
. (35)
As such, λM parameterizes the remainder term in the
Taylor expansion. Thus, a higher-order system allows for
more terms in the Taylor expansion in Eq. (35). The sig-
nificance of Eqs. (34) and (35) becomes more clear when
we map the Mth-order system onto SSF realizations.
For an SSF model involving a minimally coupled scalar
field in unitary gauge, we may combine Eq. (19) with
Eqs. (23)–(25) to write
x =
φ˙2
6M2plH
2
, (36)
y =
V (φ)
3M2plH
2
, (37)
λm = − [V (φ)]
(m+1)
H[V (φ)](m)
, (38)
for m = 0, 1, . . .M − 1. The mapping onto (standard)
SSF models of inflation thus restricts x ≥ 0 and y ≥ 0.
There is no analogous constraint on the λm’s.
Given that x and y must satisfy the constraint of
Eq. (31f), we see that for an SSF realization, x represents
the fractional kinetic-energy density of the field and y
represents the fractional potential-energy density of the
field. Furthermore, Eq. (34) in combination with the
identification in Eq. (19) yields:
V (M)(t) = V (M)(ti)
[
a(ti)
a(t)
]λM
. (39)
For SSF realizations, in other words, fixing the order of
the dynamical system (by setting λM = constant for
some M ≥ 0) means that dynamical trajectories for
the Mth-order system correspond to scenarios in which
the Mth time-derivative of the potential-energy density,
V (M)(t), scales as [a(t)]−λM .
III. DYNAMICAL TRAJECTORIES
Using the effective action and the parameterized equa-
tions of motion from Sec. II, in this section we identify im-
portant features of the resulting phase space for zeroth-
and first-order systems, and compute the probabilities
that such systems will flow into inflation. (We discuss
second-order systems in Appendix A, and identify inter-
esting features of Mth-order systems, with M ≥ 3 in
Appendix B.) For both the zeroth- and first-order sys-
tems, we first identify relevant fixed points and then con-
sider representative trajectories for the system through
the phase space, before considering measures for the flow
into inflation.
A. Zeroth-order system
The zeroth-order system is the simplest dynamical
system, and arises when we set λ0 = constant. Un-
der this assumption, the equations governing the dy-
namics, Eqs. (31a)–(31f), simplify to an effectively one-
dimensional system (in a phase space coordinatized by x
and y):
dx
d ln a
= λ0y − 3x+ 3x2 − 3xy, (40a)
dy
d ln a
= −λ0y + 3y + 3xy − 3y2, (40b)
1 = x+ y, (40c)
with the slow-roll parameter  given by Eq. (30).
The fixed points for the zeroth-order system are simply
found by setting the right-hand sides of Eqs. (40a) and
(40b) to zero, subject to the constraint of Eq. (40c). Since
we focus only on hyperbolic fixed points, their stability
properties can be established by analyzing the eigenval-
ues of the Jacobian matrix evaluated at each fixed point.
(See, e.g., Sec. 3.1 of Ref. [15].) One finds that there are
at most two hyperbolic fixed points for the system, whose
stability properties depend on the value of λ0. We sum-
marize these findings in Table I. Although any dynamical
trajectory that begins on the constraint surface x+y = 1
will remain there, we analyze stability properties for fixed
points considering the entire effective phase space, rather
than limiting attention only to the constraint surface.
The fixed points for the zeroth-order system display
these features:
6Fixed point Inflationary? Eigenvalues Stability properties
(x, y) ( = 3x < 1?) [Hyperbolic iff ]
FP0a No {3, 6− λ0} λ0 < 6: Unstable
(1, 0) [λ0 6= 6] λ0 > 6: Saddle point
FP0b Yes (λ0 < 2) {−6 + λ0,−3 + λ0} λ0 < 3: Attractor(
λ0
6
, 1− λ0
6
)
[λ0 6= 3, 6] 3 < λ0 < 6: Saddle point
λ0 > 6: Unstable
TABLE I. Fixed points for the zeroth-order system and their stability properties. There are at most two hyperbolic fixed points
for M = 0. Fixed point FP0a does not correspond to an inflationary state, whereas FP0b is inflationary if and only if λ0 < 2,
in which case it is an inflationary attractor.
(i) There is (at most) one inflationary fixed point,
FP0b, which is inflationary (with x < 1/3 and
hence  < 1) if and only if λ0 < 2. If we choose
0 < λ0 < 2, FP0b has, via Eq. (30), a Hubble
parameter whose time derivative is nonzero—thus
a trajectory that starts out (and indeed remains)
at this fixed point describes the time evolution of
a quasi-de Sitter background. If λ0 = 0, this fixed
point corresponds to a pure de Sitter background.
(ii) For FP0b, λ0 < 0 corresponds to H˙ > 0. We
will therefore exclude cases with λ0 < 0 from our
analysis, since under these conditions a background
spacetime that is initially expanding will develop a
singularity in the scale factor in a finite time, akin
to “big rip” scenarios [39–41].
In Fig. 1, we display some illustrative trajectories that
arise from solving the equations of motion for the zeroth-
order system, Eqs. (40a)–(40c), with λ0 = 1. In this case,
fixed point FP0b in Table I is an inflationary attractor,
marked by a green dot at (x, y) = ( 16 ,
5
6 ). The other
fixed point, FP0a, is a non-inflationary, unstable fixed
point, marked by the red dot at (x, y) = (1, 0). For each
trajectory, initial conditions at time τi are chosen such
that the background spacetime is not initially inflating,
with x(τi) ≥ 1/3; the starting point for each trajectory
is denoted by a gray dot.
Fig. 1a shows the system evolving toward the infla-
tionary attractor (fixed point FP0b), whereas Fig. 1b
shows the system flowing away from the inflationary fixed
point. Case (a) may be represented by an SSF model
in which the field’s kinetic energy initially dominates its
potential energy. Case (b), on the other hand, begins
with L(τi) < 0, and hence violates the dominant energy
condition (DEC) of Eq. (10), although it satisfies both
the null (NEC) and weak (WEC) energy conditions of
Eqs. (8) and (9) respectively. Given the identifications
in Eq. (19), we see that no trajectory with L(τi) < 0
can be represented by an SSF model in which the field’s
potential energy is positive-definite, since L↔ V (φ).
Next we may estimate the probability that a zeroth-
order system will flow into an inflationary state that per-
sists long enough to address the usual shortcomings of the
standard big bang scenario, producing at least 60 efolds
of inflation. We are particularly interested in situations
like that shown in Fig. 1a, in which there exists an in-
flationary fixed point toward which the system will flow,
even for initial conditions dominated by kinetic (rather
than potential) energy. It is straightforward to demon-
strate that scenarios like Fig. 1a generically produce suf-
ficient inflation for zeroth-order systems.
Consider a vector field ~v0 along the constraint surface
(x + y = 1) in the effective phase space. We may con-
sider the conditions under which ~v0 will point toward the
inflationary fixed point. Using the right-hand sides of
Eqs. (40a) and (40b), we may write:
~v0 ≡ (λ0y − 3x+ 3x2 − 3xy,−λ0y + 3y + 3xy − 3y2)
= (A(x),−A(x)), (41)
where
A(x) ≡ (λ0 − 6x)(1− x), (42)
and the second line of Eq. (41) follows upon using the
constraint of Eq. (40c).
We may now consider various values of λ0. Recall
that the two fixed points at zeroth order occur at FP0a:
(x, y) = (1, 0) and FP0b: (x, y) =
(
λ0
6 , 1− λ06
)
, and
that FP0b is an attractor for λ0 < 3 (see Table I). If
we take λ0 < 2 (as in Fig. 1), then FP0b is an infla-
tionary attractor. For kinetic-energy-dominated initial
conditions that are consistent with SSF realizations, the
system starts with a value of x that is greater than the
x-value of FP0b but less than the x-value of FP0a, and
will remain in that position relative to both fixed points
throughout the ensuing evolution, i.e., λ06 < x(τ) < 1. In
that case,
A(x) ≡ (λ0 − 6x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
<0
(1− x)︸ ︷︷ ︸
>0
< 0. (43)
Thus the vector field ~v0 points along the constraint sur-
face towards the attractor. Any initially kinetic-energy-
dominated trajectory that has an SSF realization (that
is, with x(τi) . 1) will flow into (and remain in) an in-
flationary state.
On the other hand, if x(τi) = 1, then A(x) = 0, so
that ~v0 = (0, 0), reflecting the fact that the system is
positioned at FP0a and will remain there for all time.
Moreover, if x(τi) > 1, then A(x) > 0, and the sys-
tem gets driven away from FP0a, deeper into the lower-
right quadrant of the EFT phase space, as in Fig. 1(d) —
7(a) (b)
FIG. 1. Phase-space plots of trajectories for the zeroth-order system with λ0 = 1. In each plot, the green dot corresponds to
the inflationary attractor (fixed point FP0b in Table I), and the red dot corresponds to an unstable, non-inflationary fixed
point (FP0a in Table I). Each trajectory (dashed black line) begins at a gray dot and moves along the constraint surface,
x+ y = 1 (gray line), as a function of τ ≡ ln a(t). The inset plots show the evolution of the scale factor a(t) with cosmic time
t, as the background follows its respective trajectory. Initial conditions were selected with H(τi) = 0.1 (in units of Mpl) and
a(ti) = 1, and with (x(τi), y(τi)) equal to (0.9, 0.1) (case a), and (1.1,−0.1) (case b).
though, as noted above, such an initial condition (which
requires L(τi) < 0) violates the dominant energy condi-
tion (DEC) of Eq. (10) and is not consistent with SSF
realizations.
These results imply that for a zeroth-order system
starting from kinetic-energy-dominated initial conditions
that are consistent with SSF realizations, with 0 < λ0 <
2, the probability that the system will flow through suf-
ficient inflation is unity. Any (normalized) probabil-
ity distribution defined only over such kinetic-energy-
dominated initial conditions, integrated over the subset
of initial conditions that yield sufficient inflation, will
yield unity.
The results in this subsection are easy to understand
in terms of corresponding SSF models. For a zeroth-
order system, the potential energy V (φ) will redshift as
in Eq. (39) with M = 0, and hence V (t) ∝ V (ti)[a(t)]−λ0 .
Clearly, for any such system with V (ti) > 0 and 0 < λ0 <
2, the potential energy will redshift more gradually than
the kinetic energy of the field and will eventually domi-
nate the system’s dynamics. As we will see in Sec. III B
and the Appendices, these relationships become consid-
erably less trivial for systems with M ≥ 1.
B. First-order system
To obtain the first-order system, we set λ1 = constant.
Under this assumption, the equations governing the dy-
namics, Eqs. (31a)–(31f), take the form
dx
d ln a
= λ0y − 3x+ 3x2 − 3xy, (44a)
dy
d ln a
= −λ0y + 3y + 3xy − 3y2, (44b)
dλ0
d ln a
=
[
−λ1 + λ0 + 3
2
(1 + x− y)
]
λ0, (44c)
1 = x+ y, (44d)
and the slow-roll parameter is again given by  = 3x,
as in Eq. (30). For the first-order system, our general
path to computing probabilities for inflation will mir-
ror that adopted for the zeroth-order system. Thus, we
will first describe first-order hyperbolic fixed points, after
which we exhibit a number of example trajectories in the
corresponding first-order EFT phase space. Finally, we
describe a way to make probabilistic statements about
inflation at first order.
To find the fixed points of the system, we set the right-
hand sides of Eqs. (44a)–(44c) to zero, subject to the
constraint of Eq. (44d). One finds that there are at most
four hyperbolic fixed points for the system, whose sta-
bility properties depend on the value of λ1. The fixed
points, together with some relevant properties, are given
in Table II. For the eigenvalues related to FP1d, we de-
fine the constants
α± ≡ 1
3
[
−9 + 2λ1 ±
√
81− 2λ1(−9 + λ1)
]
. (45)
These solutions have some interesting features:
(i) There are at most two inflationary fixed points:
FP1a and FP1d. FP1a corresponds to a back-
8Fixed point Inflationary? Eigenvalues Stability properties
(x, y, λ0) ( = 3x < 1?) [Hyperbolic iff ]
FP1a Yes {−6,−3,−λ1} λ1 < 0: Saddle
(0, 1, 0) [λ1 6= 0] λ1 > 0: Attractor
FP1b No {6, 3, 3− λ1} λ1 < 3: Unstable
(1, 0, 0) [λ1 6= 3] λ1 > 3: Saddle
FP1c No {3, 9− λ1,−3 + λ1} λ1 < 3: Saddle
(1, 0,−3 + λ1) [λ1 6= 3, 9] 3 < λ1 < 9: Unstable
λ1 > 9: Saddle
FP1d Yes (λ1 < 3) {−3 + 2λ13 , α−, α+} λ1 < 92 (1−
√
3): Stable focus
(λ1
9
, 1− λ1
9
, 2λ1
3
) [λ1 6= 0, 92 , 9] 92 (1−
√
3) ≤ λ1 < 0: Attractor
0 < λ1 <
9
2
: Saddle
9
2
< λ1 < 9: Saddle
9 < λ1 ≤ 92 (1 +
√
3): Unstable
λ1 >
9
2
(1 +
√
3): Unstable focus
TABLE II. Fixed points for the first-order system and their stability properties. There are at most four hyperbolic fixed points
for M = 1, two of which may yield inflationary states. The constants α± that appear in the eigenvalues corresponding to FP1d
are defined in Eq. (45).
ground that is (exactly) de Sitter; FP1d has a
Hubble parameter that varies with time, giving a
quasi-de Sitter inflating background for 0 < λ1 < 3.
(ii) For FP1d, λ1 < 0 corresponds to H˙ > 0. Analo-
gously to the case discussed for fixed-point FP0b
for a zeroth-order system, we will exclude from our
analysis cases in which λ1 < 0, as under these con-
ditions a background that is initially expanding will
develop a singularity in the scale factor in a finite
time, akin to “big rip” scenarios [39–41].
The first-order system, as defined by Eqs. (44a)–(44d),
corresponds to an effectively two-dimensional system in
the EFT phase space. In Fig. 2 we display example tra-
jectories that arise from solving these equations, setting
λ1 = 2 but varying the initial value of λ0(τi). Under these
conditions, fixed point FP1d in Table II is an inflationary
saddle point, whereas fixed point FP1a is an inflation-
ary attractor. For each trajectory, we begin with initial
conditions such that the background spacetime is not in-
flating, with (x(τi), y(τi)) = (0.9, 0.1) and H(τi) = 0.1
(in units of Mpl).
As we vary λ0(τi), we find qualitatively different be-
havior for the resulting trajectories. Figs. 2a,b corre-
spond to the case λ0(τi) = 0.6, for which the system
is deflected downwards by the inflationary saddle point
FP1d (upper green dot) and evolves toward the infla-
tionary attractor FP1a (lower green dot). Increasing
λ0(τi) to λ0(τi) = 0.7, we find qualitatively different be-
havior in Figs. 2c,d: the trajectory is deflected upwards
by the inflationary saddle point FP1d, such that infla-
tion occurs for a brief period of time (∼ 1 efold).2 For
values of λ0(τi) < 0.6, meanwhile — including negative
2 The subsequent evolution of the background in this case reveals
what we suspect is a finite-time singularity [42, 43]. For the first-
values, such as λ0(τi) = −5 in Figs. 2e,f — the system
again flows toward the inflationary attractor FP1a.
We find the same qualitative behavior for trajectories
as we vary initial conditions (x(τi), y(τi)), with 0.5 ≤
x(τi) < 1: the particular values of λ0(τi) separating the
types of trajectories change, but the presence of these
three types of trajectories remains common. Likewise, we
find that initial conditions with x(τi) > 1 (which violate
the dominant energy condition, DEC) generically do not
inflate, akin to the behavior shown in Fig. 1b.
Estimating the probability of inflation is more sub-
tle for first-order systems than for the zeroth-order case.
First we note that for λ1 > 0, there always exists an in-
flationary attractor at first order, viz., fixed point FP1a
at (x, y, λ0) = (0, 1, 0). For λ1 < 3, there exists a second
inflationary fixed point, FP1d, which is never an attrac-
tor for λ1 > 0. Hence we consider two distinct cases:
0 < λ1 < 3 and λ1 > 3. For concreteness, we study
examples with λ1 = 2 (case 1) and λ1 = 4 (case 2).
For each case, we estimate the probability of inflation
in three steps: first we fix λ1 (as required at first or-
der) and numerically find that portion of phase space
that (i) corresponds to kinetic-energy-dominated initial
conditions, i.e., 0.5 ≤ x(τi) ≤ 1, and (ii) flows through
at least 60 efolds of inflation. (We denote this region of
phase space the “basin of sufficient inflation,” R.) Next
we set down a specific, heuristic probability distribution,
order system, this corresponds to the magnitude of the vector of
phase-space coordinates ||(x(t), y(t), λ0(t))|| → ∞ as t → tf for
some tf <∞, where || . . . || represents the norm. Such finite-time
singularities are not particularly problematic at either zeroth or
first order. At zeroth order, the singularities do not occur for
the types of trajectories considered in Fig. 1a. At first order,
the singularities seem only to occur either after an inflationary
phase or for trajectories that do not inflate at all. See Ref. [44]
and references therein for a recent discussion of various types of
cosmological singularities.
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FIG. 2. Phase-space plots of trajectories for the first-order system for λ1 = 2, with (x(τi), y(τi)) = (0.9, 0.1), H(τi) = 0.1
(in units of Mpl), and different values of λ0(τi). Each trajectory is constrained to the plane x + y = 1. The figures on the
left show the full 3-dimensional trajectory (solid black line), together with a projection of that trajectory onto the x-y plane
(dashed line). The figures on the right show the projected trajectory, together with an inset displaying the evolution of a(t).
Green dots correspond to inflationary fixed points and red dots to non-inflationary fixed points (as given in Table II). Grey dots
correspond to the starting point of the trajectory. The plots show trajectories for λ0(ti) = 0.6 (top row), λ0(τi) = 0.7 (middle
row), and λ0(τi) = −5 (bottom row). For λ(τi) = 0.6 and −5, the system evolves toward the inflationary attractor FP1a.
For λ(τi) = 0.7, the system is deflected upwards by the inflationary saddle point FP1d, and inflation only occurs between the
black dots on the inset plot of a(t). The yellow dot in the main panel of plot (d) corresponds to the projection of the end point
of the trajectory, which was chosen arbitrarily but before a suspected finite-time singularity.
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PKE(x, λ0), over all possible kinetic-energy-dominated
initial conditions. (Given the constraint of Eq. (44d) we
may always parameterize the phase space for first-order
systems by {x, λ0}.) Finally, we integrate the proba-
bility distribution over R to find the probability that a
first-order system will flow through at least 60 efolds of
inflation, having started from kinetic-energy-dominated
initial conditions:
PrInf ≡
∫
R
dx dλ0 PKE(x, λ0). (46)
For each case that we consider (λ1 = 2 and λ1 = 4), we
first focus on systems in which λ0(τi) ≥ 0 before consid-
ering the unrestricted case. We do so because for first-
order systems that can be represented by SSF realiza-
tions, from Eq. (38) we have
λ0 = − V˙
HV
∼ −δV /V
δt/tH
, (47)
where tH ≡ H−1 is the Hubble time. That is, for
SSF systems, λ0 can be interpreted as (minus) the frac-
tional change in the potential-energy density per unit
Hubble time. Put another way, for an SSF system
at initial time ti we have V˙ (ti) = −λ0(ti)H(ti)V (ti)
and V (ti) = 3M
2
plH
2(ti)y(ti). In all SSF realizations,
H(ti) > 0 and y(ti) > 0, and hence λ0(ti) < 0 corre-
sponds to V˙ (ti) > 0, a scenario that would presumably
favor the onset of inflation. Since our aim is to consider
initial conditions that do not expressly favor inflation, we
first consider non-negative initial values of λ0.
The basin of sufficient inflation, R, for case 1 (with
λ1 = 2) and λ0(τi) ≥ 0 is presented in Fig. 3a. This re-
gion includes all initial conditions with x(τi) ∈ [0.5, 0.999]
for which the system flows towards the inflationary at-
tractor FP1a (lower green dot), as well as a small subset
of initial conditions near the upper boundary of R whose
subsequent flows are deflected upwards by the inflation-
ary saddle point FP1d (upper green dot) and inflate for
at least 60 efolds. Systems that begin at x(τi) = 1
and λ0(τi) & 0, just above the fixed point FP1b at
(x, y, λ0) = (1, 0, 0), shoot straight up (in the direction
of increasing λ0), leading to a suspected divergence in
λ0(τ); such systems never inflate.
To construct PKE(x, λ0), we set down a probability dis-
tribution that is uniform in the x-direction and Gaussian
in the λ0-direction, and treats these two directions inde-
pendently. Since at first we restrict attention to λ0(τi) ≥
0, we consider a half-Gaussian in the λ0-direction. Thus
we propose for (x(τi), λ0(τi)) ∈ D ≡ [xmin, 0.999]×[0,∞):
PKE(x, λ0) ≡ 2
∆
1√
2pi(fσ)2
exp
[
− 1
2(fσ)2
λ 20
]
, (48)
where ∆ ≡ 0.999 − xmin is the range of initial condi-
tions considered in the x-direction. We vary xmin =
0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 or 0.9, to produce 5 separate curves for
the probability of flowing through sufficient amounts of
inflation (each as a function of f).
The standard deviation of the Gaussian in the λ0-
direction, fσ, determines the scale over which the Gaus-
sian has significant support. We parameterize the stan-
dard deviation with two terms. We set σ equal to the
λ0-coordinate of the fixed point FP1d,
σ ≡ 2λ1
3
−→ 4
3
(case 1), (49)
since FP1d (upper green dot) plays a significant role
in shaping the (inflationary) nature of trajectories that
begin with kinetic-energy-dominated initial conditions;
we therefore assume that this choice of σ sets the scale
for the region of phase space that is of dynamical interest.
(One could select a different measure, such as the average
distance between fixed points in the phase space, though
this makes little numerical difference compared to our
choice of σ.) We also include the multiplicative factor f ,
which we take to range between f = 0.1 and f = 10, with
which we may explore how the resulting probability of
flowing through sufficient inflation depends on the width
of the Gaussian. (One may consider effects on the form
of the probability distribution from averaging over finite-
time intervals, as in Ref. [45], though incorporating the
factor f suffices for our purposes.) For any choice of
fσ, the probability distribution in Eq. (48) is properly
normalized, with∫
D
dx dλ0 PKE(x, λ0) = 1. (50)
The final step is to integrate PKE(x, λ0) over the region
R to find PrInf as a function of f . Results for PrInf for
λ1 = 2 and λ(τi) ≥ 0 are shown in Fig. 3b. We find, as
one might expect, that the highest probabilities occur for
lower values of xmin. That is, for initial conditions such
that the initial kinetic-energy density is less dominant,
the probability of flowing through sufficient amounts of
inflation is higher. Moreover, for any xmin, the proba-
bility PrInf increases as f decreases. This is because the
width of the probability distribution over initial condi-
tions becomes smaller as f does, in which case a rela-
tively greater amount of the support of the probability
distribution comes from initial conditions that lead to
trajectories that flow through sufficient inflation.
Next we relax the condition λ(τi) ≥ 0, and consider
regions of phase space that include trajectories that ex-
pressly lie beyond those that are compatible with SSF
realizations. As we found in Figs. 2e,f, such scenarios
include cases in which trajectories can traverse regions
with x < 0, which violate each of the point-wise energy
conditions identified in Eqs. (8)–(11), though (as noted
above) such violations by an effective field theory need
not signal pathologies [37]. For every case we investi-
gated, with x(τi) ∈ [0.5, 0.999] and λ(τi) < 0 — as we
varied λ0(τi) over 5 orders of magnitude — the ensuing
trajectory enters the regime with x < 0 en route to the
inflationary attractor FP1a, yielding at least 60 efolds
of inflation. We therefore assume that, generically, first-
order systems with λ1 = 2 and λ0(τi) < 0 yield sufficient
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FIG. 3. Basins of sufficient inflation, R, and the probability of sufficient inflation, PrInf , for first-order systems with λ1 = 2
(case 1). In the plots on the left, fixed points FP1a and FP1d are shown in green, FP1b and FP1c are shown in red, and the
purple regions denote R for (a) λ0(τi) ≥ 0, and (c) unrestricted λ0(τi). In both cases, we restrict x(τi) ∈ [0.5, 0.999]. All points
of phase space within the purple regions yield at least 60 efolds of inflation. The plots on the right show the corresponding
behavior of PrInf for (b) λ0(τi) ≥ 0, and (d) unrestricted λ0(τi). In both plots, probabilities for various values of x(τi) = xmin
are shown, with xmin = 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9 (top to bottom).
amounts of inflation. The corresponding basin of attrac-
tion R is shown in Fig. 3c.
To compute the probability of sufficient inflation for
such cases, we again set down a probability distribution
that is uniform in the x-direction and Gaussian in the λ0-
direction, though now we allow for all values of λ0(τi).
Thus we propose, for (x(τi), λ0(τi)) ∈ Dˆ ≡ [xmin, 0.999]×
(−∞,∞):
PˆKE(x, λ0) ≡ 1
∆
1√
2pi(fσ)2
exp
[
− 1
2(fσ)2
λ 20
]
, (51)
again with ∆ ≡ 0.999 − xmin. We again select xmin =
0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8 or 0.9, and again use σ = 2λ1/3 = 4/3,
based on the λ0-coordinate of the fixed point FP1d, with
f ranging between f = 0.1 and 10. For any choice of fσ,
we again find ∫
Dˆ
dx dλ0 PˆKE(x, λ0) = 1. (52)
In addition, we note that for any value of xmin, it is
straightforward to show that the first-order probability
for flowing through sufficient amounts of inflation can be
written as
PrInf ≡
∫
R
dx dλ0 PˆKE(x, λ0)
=
1
2
+
∫
RU
dx dλ0 PˆKE(x, λ0), (53)
whereRU is the portion of the basin of sufficient inflation
that lies in the ‘upper’ part of R, with λ0 ≥ 0. For
each xmin, the results of our numerical computation for
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the probability of flowing through sufficient amounts of
inflation are presented in Fig. 3d. Again we find that the
highest probabilities occur for lower values of xmin, and
that for any value of xmin, PrInf increases with decreasing
f .
We proceed similarly for case 2 (λ1 = 4). The most
important difference is that the fixed point FP1d is no
longer inflationary; only the point FP1a remains an in-
flationary fixed point (in particular, an attractor). In
this case, initial conditions whose subsequent flows are
deflected upwards by the noninflationary saddle point
FP1d do not inflate. As before, we first consider the
case λ0(τi) ≥ 0, which is compatible with SSF realiza-
tions, and examine initial conditions x(τi) ∈ [0.5, 0.999].
We again use the probability distribution PKE(x, λ0) of
Eq. (48) with σ = 2λ1/3 = 8/3. In Figs. 4a,b we show
the basin of sufficient inflation, R, and the corresponding
probability to flow through sufficient inflation, PrInf , as
we vary the width of the Gaussian, f . We may also re-
lax the restriction on λ0(τi) and include negative initial
values (which are not compatible with SSF realizations).
As in case 1, we find that λ0(τi) < 0 generically yields
trajectories that flow through at least 60 efolds of infla-
tion, and hence the basin of sufficient inflation extends
uniformly below λ0 = 0. When we use the probabil-
ity distribution PˆKE(x, λ0) of Eq. (51) in this case, we
again find a corresponding increase in PrInf , as shown in
Figs. 4c,d. As in case 1, we find highest probabilities for
lower values of xmin and smaller f .
The results in Figs. 3 and 4 for PrInf are essentially
unchanged if we adopt a box-like probability distribution
of the form PKE(x, λ0) = 1/(∆fσ) (for λ0 ≥ 0) and
PˆKE(x, λ0) = 1/(2∆fσ) (for unrestricted λ0), for |λ0| ≤
fσ, with PKE(x, λ0) = PˆKE(x, λ0) = 0 for |λ0| > fσ.
Here ∆ = 0.999−xmin and σ = 2λ1/3, as above. In both
cases, the Gaussian distributions of Eqs. (48) and (51)
yield modestly more conservative results for PrInf than
the box-like probability distributions.
IV. A GENERAL POTENTIAL FOR
DYNAMICAL TRAJECTORIES
To place trajectories like those shown in Fig. 1a (for
a zeroth-order system) and Fig. 2a (for a first-order sys-
tem) in a more familiar context, it is helpful to construct
SSF realizations of such dynamical systems. In this sec-
tion we explore such realizations for zeroth- and first-
order systems, and demonstrate that a single functional
form for the effective potential, V (φ), is compatible with
such dynamical trajectories through phase space.
We may generate an SSF realization of an EFT dy-
namical system at arbitrary order by solving Eqs. (31a)–
(31e), together with Eq. (30), for x(t), y(t), and H(t), in
terms of cosmic time t. By employing the mapping pro-
vided by Eqs. (36) and (37), we may then derive the time
evolution of SSF quantities of interest. In what follows,
we will be particularly interested in φ(t), φ˙(t), and V (t).
For clarity, we will first collect some relevant results.
From Eq. (36), we may write
φ(t) = φ(ti)±
∫ t
ti
dt′
√
6M2plH
2(t′)x(t′), (54)
where φ(ti), an integration constant, is the initial value
of the field at time ti. Likewise, from Eq. (37) we have
V (t) = 3M2plH
2(t)y(t). (55)
One can then construct an explicit functional form for
V (φ) from Eqs. (54) and (55).
In the cases in which we analyze SSF realizations of
trajectories that correspond to (hyperbolic inflationary)
fixed points, we will be able to construct V (φ) analyti-
cally. For more general flows in the phase space — es-
pecially for flows that start with kinetic-energy-density
dominated initial conditions and which subsequently flow
into inflationary states — we will do so parametrically,
and then fit a functional form to the parametrically de-
termined V (φ(t)).
Remarkably, we find that a single functional form is
sufficient to fit a wide variety of such flows in the EFT
phase space for zeroth- and first-order systems. (This
trend continues for second-order systems, which we ex-
plore in Appendix A.) This functional form is given by
V (φ) = V0 exp
[
−α
(
φ
Mpl
)β]
, (56)
where α and β are positive constants. Potentials of this
form have recently been explored, in a different context,
in Refs. [31–33].
The potential of Eq. (56) has two interesting limits.
For α = 0, the potential reduces to V (φ) → V0, corre-
sponding to evolution in a pure de Sitter background.
For β = 1, the potential reduces to the familiar form for
power-law inflation [16, 29, 30], which is typically written
as
V (φ) = V0 exp
(
−
√
2
p
φ
Mpl
)
, (57)
with α =
√
2/p (and p > 1). As we demonstrate in the
following subsections (for M = 0, 1) and in the appen-
dices (for M ≥ 2), at each order M the effective phase
space includes at most two inflationary hyperbolic fixed
points: one corresponding to evolution in a pure de Sitter
state, and the other corresponding to evolution with the
power-law potential of Eq. (57). The more general form
for V (φ) in Eq. (56) that we infer for SSF-compatible
trajectories through an Mth-order phase space (at least
up through M = 2) incorporates the behavior at these
two fixed points.
For evolution with the exponential potential of Eq. (57)
in a spatially flat background, the Friedmann equations
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FIG. 4. Basins of sufficient inflation, R, and the probability of sufficient inflation, PrInf , for first-order systems with λ1 = 4 (case
2). In the plots on the left, fixed point FP1a is shown in green, fixed points FP1b, FP1c, and FP1d are shown in red, and the
purple regions denote R for (a) λ0(τi) ≥ 0, and (c) unrestricted λ0(τi). In both cases, we restrict x(τi) ∈ [0.5, 0.999]. All points
of phase space within the purple regions yield at least 60 efolds of inflation. The plots on the right show the corresponding
behavior of PrInf for (b) λ0(τi) ≥ 0, and (d) unrestricted λ0(τi). In both plots, probabilities for various values of x(τi) = xmin
are shown, with xmin = 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9 (top to bottom).
yield the particular solutions
φ(t)
Mpl
=
√
2p ln
(√
V0
p(3p− 1)
t
Mpl
)
, (58)
a(t) = a(ti)
(
t
ti
)p
, (59)
for some initial time ti. We may compare these results
with the behavior we infer for various zeroth- and first-
order systems evolving at the appropriate fixed point.
A. Zeroth-Order Systems
For the zeroth-order system, we are interested in two
types of trajectories: those that correspond to fixed point
FP0b, with 0 < λ0 < 2 (see Table I); and those that
begin with kinetic-energy-dominated initial conditions,
x(ti) > y(ti), but which satisfy x, y ≥ 0 throughout the
ensuing evolution, so as to remain compatible with SSF
realizations.
We first consider evolution of the system at fixed point
FP0b, which (as we will see) reduces to the power-law
inflation scenario of Eqs. (57)–(59). We fix 0 < λ0 < 2
and set x(ti) = λ0/6, y(ti) = 1 − x(ti), and follow the
system for times t ∈ [ti, tf ]. Because FP0b is a fixed
point, x(t) and y(t) remain at these initial values. Then
we may solve for the corresponding SSF quantities from
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Eqs. (54)–(55). We select φ˙(ti) > 0 and find
φ(t) = φ(ti) +
∫ t
ti
dt′
√
λ0M2plH
2(t′), (60)
V (t) =
(
6− λ0
2
)
M2plH
2(t). (61)
We may find an analytic expression for H(t) as well. In
particular, from Eq. (30), we have
− H˙
H2
= 3x =
λ0
2
. (62)
The general solution to this differential equation is easily
found:
H(t) =
2
λ0t− C , (63)
where C is a constant of integration. In particular, eval-
uating Eq. (63) at t = ti yields C = λ0ti − 2/H(ti), so
that Eq. (63) becomes
H(t) =
2
λ0
(
t− ti + 2
λ0H(ti)
)−1
. (64)
To find an expression for V (φ) we substitute Eq. (64)
for H(t) into Eq. (61) for V (t) to find
V (t) =
(
6− λ0
2
)
M2pl
(
2
λ0
)2(
t− ti + 2
λ0H(ti)
)−2
.
(65)
We may likewise substitute our expression for H(t) into
Eq. (60) for φ(t) to find
φ(t) = φ(ti)+Mpl
2√
λ0
ln
[
λ0H(ti)
2
(
t− ti + 2
λ0H(ti)
)]
.
(66)
Straightforward algebra then yields
V (φ) = V0 exp
(
−
√
λ0
φ
Mpl
)
, (67)
where we have defined
V0 ≡
(
6− λ0
2
)
M2plH
2(ti) exp
[√
λ0
φ(ti)
Mpl
]
. (68)
Eq. (67) for V (φ) agrees with the potential for power-law
inflation, Eq. (57), upon setting
p =
2
λ0
. (69)
Using Eqs. (68)–(69), we may rewrite Eq. (66) as
φ(u)
Mpl
=
√
2p ln
(√
V0
p(3p− 1)
u
Mpl
)
, (70)
in terms of
u(t) ≡ t− ti + 2
λ0H(ti)
. (71)
Eq. (70) for φ(u) matches Eq. (58) for power-law infla-
tion. Similar manipulations, using Eq. (64) andH = a˙/a,
yield
a(u) = a(ui)
(
u
ui
)p
, (72)
where ui ≡ u(ti). This solution reproduces Eq. (59),
and is indeed inflationary (with p > 1), given p = 2/λ0
and λ0 < 2. We thus find for our first case of interest
that zeroth-order systems that begin at fixed point FP0b
evolve exactly like models of power-law inflation, with
p = 2/λ0.
Next we consider zeroth-order systems that do not be-
gin at a fixed point, but whose initial conditions sat-
isfy x(ti) > y(ti) and whose ensuing trajectories satisfy
x(t), y(t) ≥ 0. Given the form of FP0b in Table I, we
consider two cases: λ0 = 1 and λ0 = 1.95. For each of
these values, FP0b serves as an inflationary fixed point,
though for λ0 = 1.95, FP0b lies near the edge of the
inflationary region (x < 1/3). For both λ0 = 1 and
λ0 = 1.95, we may follow the evolution of the system
through phase space, and fit V (φ(t)) from the behavior of
φ(t), as shown in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5 we show results for the
case x(τi) = 0.9; the corresponding plots for x(τi) = 0.6
to x(τi) = 0.8 appear quite similar, albeit with slightly
different inferred best-fit values for the parameters V0, α,
and β that appear in Eq. (56). In Table III we present
best-fit values for V0, α, and β for both λ0 = 1 and
λ0 = 1.95, as we vary x(τi) between 0.6 and 0.9.
3
3 The best-fit values for V0, α, and β that are inferred for a given
trajectory through the EFT phase space depend on the portion
of the trajectory that is considered. In particular, one may find
modest differences in the inferred values if one fits the system’s
trajectory beginning at initial time ti, or if one only fits some
portion of the trajectory after the system has begun to inflate.
Likewise, one finds modest shifts in the best-fit values depending
on the duration of a given trajectory that is considered. Unless
otherwise specified, throughout our analysis we present best-fit
values for V0, α, and β based on fits that begin at ti and persist
for 10 efolds of expansion (not necessarily inflation).
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(a)
(b) (c)
(d)
(e) (f)
FIG. 5. Zeroth-order EFT phase space and SSF realizations, for λ0 = 1 (top row) and λ0 = 1.95 (bottom row). In both cases,
we set (x(τi), y(τi)) = (0.9, 0.1) and H(τi) = 0.1 (in units of Mpl). In each row, the first plot displays the system’s trajectory
through the EFT phase space, with a(t) displayed in the inset; the second plot displays φ˙ vs. φ; and the third plot displays
V (φ) as obtained parametrically from the EFT dynamical system (black) and as a fit to the form of V (φ) in Eq. (56) (red
dashed). Parameters for each fit are given in Table III. In plots b, c, e, and f, time evolution flows from left to right. Each plot
is evolved forward for a total of 10 efolds.
λ0 x(τi) V0 α β
1 0.9 2.89× 10−3 0.452 1.44
1 0.8 6.09× 10−3 0.608 1.28
1 0.7 9.02× 10−3 0.665 1.26
1 0.6 1.20× 10−2 0.729 1.21
1.95 0.9 2.91× 10−3 0.884 1.19
1.95 0.8 5.87× 10−3 0.994 1.17
1.95 0.7 8.90× 10−3 1.10 1.14
1.95 0.6 1.19× 10−2 1.18 1.11
TABLE III. Best-fit values for the parameters V0, α, and β for
V (φ) in Eq. (56) as obtained parametrically for the zeroth-
order EFT dynamical system, with H(τi) = 0.1 (in units of
Mpl). The values for x(τi) = 0.9 correspond to the dashed,
red curves in Figs. 5c,f for λ0 = 1 and λ0 = 1.95, respectively.
Thus we see that for zeroth-order systems, trajectories
that begin from kinetic-energy-dominated initial condi-
tions can flow into inflationary states, along the con-
straint surface x + y = 1, towards FP0b. Systems that
begin at FP0b evolve with an effective potential corre-
sponding to power-law inflation, Eq. (57), whereas tra-
jectories that begin with more general initial conditions
evolve with an effective potential that may be parame-
terized as in Eq. (56).
B. First-Order Systems
For first-order systems, we again consider two types
of trajectories: those that begin (and hence remain)
at inflationary fixed points, and those that begin with
x(ti) > y(ti) and which retain x(t), y(t) ≥ 0 throughout
their subsequent evolution, so as to be compatible with
SSF realizations.
As shown in Table II, for first-order systems there exist
at most four hyperbolic fixed points, at most two of which
can be inflationary (FP1a and FP1d), and only one of
which (FP1a) corresponds to an inflationary attractor
for λ1 > 0. We therefore begin by analyzing SSF realiza-
tions that evolve at FP1a and FP1d before considering
more general trajectories.
Simplest to analyze is evolution at fixed point FP1a,
which corresponds to (x, y, λ0) = (0, 1, 0). From
Eqs. (36) and (30) we note that x = 0 corresponds to
φ˙ = H˙ = 0, and hence φ(t) = φ(ti) = constant and
H(t) = H(ti) = constant. With H˙ = 0, such evolution
corresponds to an unending de Sitter phase.
To explore the trajectory that corresponds to FP1d,
we fix 0 < λ1 < 3, set x(ti) = λ1/9, y(ti) = 1−x(ti), and
follow the system for times t ∈ [ti, tf ]. From Eqs. (54)
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and (55), assuming φ˙(ti) > 0, we have
φ(t) = φ(ti) +
∫ t
ti
dt′
√
2λ1
3
M2plH
2(t′), (73)
V (t) =
(
9− λ1
3
)
M2plH
2(t), (74)
and, from Eq. (30),
− H˙
H2
= 3x =
λ1
3
. (75)
Comparing Eqs. (73)–(75) with Eqs. (60)–(62), we see
that evolution of a first-order system at FP1d is identical
to that of a zeroth-order system at FP0b, under the
substitution
λ1
9
→ λ0
6
. (76)
We immediately find
H(t) =
3
λ1
(
t− ti + 3
λ1H(ti)
)−1
(77)
and
V (φ) = V0 exp
(
−
√
2λ1
3
φ
Mpl
)
, (78)
where
V0 ≡
(
9− λ1
3
)
M2plH
2(ti) exp
[√
2λ1
3
φ(ti)
Mpl
]
. (79)
This agrees with Eq. (57) for the potential for power-law
inflation provided that
p ≡ 3
λ1
. (80)
Again we define a new time coordinate u(t) by
u(t) ≡ t− ti + 3
λ1H(ti)
, (81)
in terms of which the evolution of the scalar field may be
written
φ(u)
Mpl
=
√
2p ln
(√
V0
p(3p− 1)
u
Mpl
)
, (82)
in agreement with Eq. (58). Finally, the scale factor is
given by
a(u) = a(ui)
(
u
ui
)p
, (83)
again using ui = u(ti), in agreement with Eq. (59). Hence
we find that such a solution is inflationary (p > 1), given
p = 3/λ1 and 0 < λ1 < 3.
We now turn to an exploration of SSF realizations at
first order, where, again, initial conditions are chosen
such that the initial kinetic-energy density is dominant.
We consider scenarios that flow into inflation, and in par-
ticular, into FP1a (the pure de Sitter attractor). As we
will see, one can fit the same general functional form,
Eq. (56), to a variety of initially kinetic-energy dominated
trajectories that flow into inflation for the first order, just
as we had found in the zeroth-order case.
In what follows, we present results for λ1 = 2 and
λ1 = 4. These values were chosen so that FP1d is
an inflationary fixed point (when λ1 = 2), or a non-
inflationary fixed point (when λ1 = 4). Given the richer
range of behaviors that are possible within the expanded
phase space for first-order systems compared to zeroth-
order ones, we consider a wider range of initial conditions
x(τi) and λ0(τi) than we did for the zeroth-order system.
In particular, for each x(τi) = 0.99, 0.9, and 0.8, we ex-
plore values λ(τi) > 0 such that the ensuing trajectories
are not deflected upward by FP1d (as in Figs. 2c,d).
We likewise neglect cases with λ0(τi) < 0, which are in-
compatible with SSF realizations. Best-fit values for V0,
α, and β, with which we parameterize the SSF effec-
tive potential as in Eq. (56), are shown in Table IV (for
λ1 = 2) and Table V (for λ1 = 4), as we vary x(τi) and
λ0(τi). Corresponding trajectories are shown in Fig. 6
(for λ1 = 2) and Fig. 7 (for λ1 = 4).
x(τi) λ0(τi) V0 α β
0.99 0.1 2.99× 10−4 0.0502 1.51
0.99 0.2 3.03× 10−4 0.127 1.35
0.99 0.3 3.07× 10−4 0.215 1.36
0.9 0.2 3.10× 10−3 0.134 1.24
0.9 0.4 3.13× 10−3 0.320 0.938
0.9 0.6 3.22× 10−3 0.529 1.00
0.8 0.1 6.01× 10−3 0.0660 1.13
0.8 0.5 6.37× 10−3 0.409 0.806
0.8 0.8 6.54× 10−3 0.719 0.966
TABLE IV. Best-fit parameters for V (φ) of Eq. (56) for a
first-order system with λ1 = 2 and H(τi) = 0.1, in units of
Mpl. Parameters in the first, fifth, and ninth rows describe
the dashed, red curves in Figs. 6c, f, and i, respectively.
We see that for first-order systems, for trajectories that
begin dominated by kinetic energy (with a select, but
dynamically interesting set of values of λ1), the effec-
tive scalar potential V (φ) again takes the simple form
of Eq. (56), and represents a variant of the potential for
power-law inflation, Eq. (57). One can show that the spe-
cial role being played by power-law inflation continues at
all higher orders as well. In Appendix A, we explore
rudiments of the second-order system, and subsequently
derive, in Appendix B, analytical results for the general
Mth-order case.
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FIG. 6. First-order EFT phase space and SSF realizations for λ1 = 2 and H(τi) = 0.1 (in units of Mpl), for (x(τi), λ0(τi)) =
(0.99, 0.1) (top row), (0.9, 0.4) (middle row), and (0.8, 0.8) (bottom row). In each row, the first plot displays the system’s
trajectory through the EFT phase space; the second plot displays φ˙ vs. φ, with a(t) displayed in the inset; and the third
plot displays V (φ) as obtained parametrically from the EFT dynamical system (black) and as a fit to the form of V (φ) in
Eq. (56) (red dashed). Parameters for each fit are given in Table IV. For each EFT phase space, the trajectory starts out at
the gray dot and flows towards the green (inflationary) attractor; red dots indicate non-inflationary fixed points. The ‘shadow’
of this trajectory, as projected onto the x-y plane, is shown as a dashed black line, with arrows indicating the direction of
time evolution of the shadow. In the latter two plots in each row, time evolution flows from left to right. Each plot is evolved
forward for a total of 10 efolds.
V. OBSERVATIONAL CONSTRAINTS
For trajectories through the EFT phase space that
are compatible with SSF realizations, we may consider
whether they are compatible with observations. To re-
late the form of the effective potential V (φ) in Eq. (56)
to observables, such as the primordial spectral index (ns)
and the tensor-to-scalar ratio (r), we compute the usual
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FIG. 7. First-order EFT phase space and SSF realizations for λ1 = 4 and H(τi) = 0.1 (in units of Mpl), for (x(τi), λ0(τi)) =
(0.99, 0.6) (top row), (0.9, 1.2) (middle row), and (0.8, 2.1) (bottom row). In each row, the first plot displays the system’s
trajectory through the EFT phase space; the second plot displays φ˙ vs. φ, with a(t) displayed in the inset; and the third
plot displays V (φ) as obtained parametrically from the EFT dynamical system (black) and as a fit to the form of V (φ) in
Eq. (56) (red dashed). Parameters for each fit are given in Table V. For each EFT phase space, the trajectory starts out at
the gray dot and flows towards the green (inflationary) attractor; red dots indicate non-inflationary fixed points. The ‘shadow’
of this trajectory, as projected onto the x-y plane, is shown as a dashed black line, with arrows indicating the direction of
time evolution of the shadow. In the latter two plots in each row, time evolution flows from left to right. Each plot is evolved
forward for a total of 10 efolds.
slow-roll parameters [2, 3]
(φ) =
M2pl
2
(
V,φ
V
)2
=
1
2
α2β2
(
φ
Mpl
)2β−2
,
η(φ) = M2pl
(
V,φφ
V
)
= αβ
(
φ
Mpl
)β−2 [
1 + β
(
α
(
φ
Mpl
)β
− 1
)]
,
(84)
where V,φ ≡ ∂V/∂φ, V,φφ ≡ ∂2V/∂φ2, and so on. To
lowest order in the slow-roll parameters, the primordial
observables are given by ns = 1 − 6(φ∗) + 2η(φ∗) and
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x(τi) λ0(τi) V0 α β
0.99 0.6 3.11× 10−4 0.264 0.648
0.99 1.0 3.16× 10−4 0.476 0.747
0.99 1.4 2.98× 10−4 0.650 1.15
0.9 0.6 3.09× 10−3 0.247 0.610
0.9 1.2 3.20× 10−3 0.562 0.652
0.9 1.8 3.19× 10−3 0.990 0.887
0.8 0.6 6.16× 10−3 0.241 0.582
0.8 1.2 6.38× 10−3 0.537 0.593
0.8 2.1 6.31× 10−3 1.20 0.942
TABLE V. Best-fit parameters for V (φ) of Eq. (56) for a
first-order system with λ1 = 4 and H(τi) = 0.1, in units of
Mpl. Parameters in the first, fifth, and ninth rows describe
the dashed, red curves in Figs. 7c, f, and i, respectively.
r = 16(φ∗) [2, 3], which yields
ns = 1− 2αβ(β − 1)
(
φ∗
Mpl
)β−2
− α2β2
(
φ∗
Mpl
)2β−2
,
r = 8α2β2
(
φ∗
Mpl
)2β−2
.
(85)
(See also Ref. [32].) Here φ∗ indicates that parame-
ters are to be evaluated at the time during inflation
when cosmologically relevant perturbations of comoving
wavenumber k first crossed the Hubble radius, k∗ =
a(t∗)H(t∗). Up to modest uncertainties from the re-
heating epoch, this time is typically assumed to occur
N∗ = 50 to 60 efolds before the end of inflation [46].
For models with V (φ) as in Eq. (56), we consider tra-
jectories in which the field begins at φ = 0 and rolls
to larger and larger field values; the potential does not
have a global minimum. Within the slow-roll regime we
may estimate the time when inflation ends, tend, from
the condition (tend) = 1. From Eqs. (56) and (84), this
yields
φend
Mpl
=
(
2
α2β2
)1/(2β−2)
, (86)
where φend ≡ φ(tend). We may likewise estimate [3]
N∗ ' 1
Mpl
∫ φend
φ∗
dφ√
2(φ)
=
1
αβ(2− β)
[(
φend
Mpl
)2−β
−
(
φ∗
Mpl
)2−β]
,
(87)
which yields
φ∗
Mpl
'
[(
φend
Mpl
)2−β
− αβ(2− β)N∗
]1/(2−β)
. (88)
From Eqs. (84) and (86), we see that for β = 1 and
α2 < 2, inflation never ends:  → α2/2, independent
of φ, and hence there is no finite value of φ such that
(φend) = 1. For 1 < β < 2, inflation will end, but,
for β → 1, only after the field has undergone a very
large excursion, to values φend  Mpl. For example, for
a typical value of α ∼ O(0.1) and 1.1 ≤ β ≤ 1.5, we
find φ∗, φend ∼ O(101− 1011)Mpl, corresponding to very
long durations of inflation, with Ntot ∼ O(102 − 1011)
efolds. (We may estimate Ntot from Eqs. (86) and (87),
substituting φ∗ → φ(ti) ∼ 0.)
Within the context of our EFT framework, we do
not take such exponentially large field excursions at face
value. In particular, there is no reason to expect that
our (classical) analysis of the field dynamics should con-
tinue to hold at arbitrarily large field values, φ  Mpl.
Rather, our goal is to analyze the flow into inflation, and
to consider features of such dynamical systems for values
of the field in the vicinity of Mpl. Hence we consider pre-
dictions for observables for values of φ∗ within the range
0.1 ≤ (φ∗/Mpl) ≤ 10.
The Planck collaboration has measured [47]
ns = 0.968± 0.006,
r < 0.11.
(89)
The value of ns is quoted for pivot-scale k∗ = 0.05 Mpc−1
(at the 68% confidence level), whereas r is quoted
for k∗ = 0.002 Mpc−1 (at the 95% confidence level).
(Our discussion in this section would change little if
we adopted the updated constraint r < 0.09 at k∗ =
0.05 Mpc−1 [48]; we use the constraint in Eq. (89) be-
cause the underlying data from the Planck mission are
more readily available.) As shown in Fig. 8, there ex-
ist trajectories for zeroth-order, first-order, and second-
order systems that are readily compatible with the obser-
vational constraints of Eq. (89), for φ∗ within the range
0.1 ≤ (φ∗/Mpl) ≤ 10.
We next explore the range of parameters (α, β) that
yield predictions for ns and r which remain consistent
with Eq. (89), for 0.1 ≤ (φ∗/Mpl) ≤ 10. From Eq. (85),
we immediately see that the case of power-law inflation,
with β = 1, is incompatible with the observational con-
straints of Eq. (89). In particular, for β = 1, ns and r
reduce to constants that depend only on α:
ns = 1− α2, r = 8α2. (90)
The bound on r in Eq. (89) constrains α < 0.12, which
in turn yields ns > 0.986, fully 3σ away from the central
value in Eq. (89). Or, working the other way, the 2σ
bounds on ns require 0.14 ≤ α ≤ 0.21, which yields r ≥
0.16.
The situation is similar for the range 0 < β < 1. In
that case, we may find values of (α, β) that yield predic-
tions for ns within the 2σ bound of the Planck value.
However, none of these values is also consistent with
the constraint r < 0.11, across the entire range α > 0
and 0.1 ≤ (φ∗/Mpl) ≤ 10. Hence trajectories for the
dynamical system’s evolution through the EFT phase
space that yield 0 < β < 1 are inconsistent with the
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FIG. 8. Predictions for ns and r based on best-fit values for
the parameters α and β for various trajectories through the
EFT phase space. For the particular trajectories shown, the
zeroth-order trajectory corresponds to (α, β) = (0.0682, 1.16)
[with λ0 = 0.01 and x(τi) = 0.9]; the first-order trajectory to
(α, β) = (0.0660, 1.13) (from Table IV); and the second-order
trajectory to (α, β) = (0.0111, 1.70) (from Table VII). In each
case, numbers along a given curve indicate values of (φ∗/Mpl).
observational constraints, at least under the assumption
that perturbations on cosmologically relevant scales cross
outside the Hubble radius for some φ∗ within the range
0.1 ≤ (φ∗/Mpl) ≤ 10.
For the range 1 < β ≤ 2, we do find values of (α, β)
that are consistent with the observational constraints of
Eq. (89) for 0.1 ≤ (φ∗/Mpl) ≤ 10, examples of which are
shown in Fig. 9 for the cases β = 1.2 and β = 1.8. We
first consider the constraints on ns.
For a given value of ns, we may use the expression for
ns in Eq. (85) to solve for α→ α(ns)(β, φ∗, ns). Straight-
forward algebra yields
α(ns)(β, φ∗, ns) = −B
2
+
1
2
[
B2 + 4C
]1/2
, (91)
with
B(β, φ∗) ≡ 2
(
β − 1
β
)(
φ∗
Mpl
)−β
,
C(β, φ∗, ns) ≡
(
1− ns
β2
)(
φ∗
Mpl
)2−2β
.
(92)
We may then set ∂α(ns)/∂φ∗ = 0 and solve for φ¯∗(β, ns),
the value of φ∗ at which α(ns) is an extremum. We find
φ¯∗(β, ns)
Mpl
=
√
β(2− β)
1− ns , (93)
which remains well-behaved for the range we are consid-
ering, with 1 < β ≤ 2 and (1−ns) > 0. For a given value
of β, the maximum value of α that will keep ns within
the 2σ bound of the Planck value in Eq. (89) will occur
for the maximum value of (1 − ns), which is to say, for
nmins = 0.956. This yields
α(ns)max(β) = α
(ns)
(
β, Φ¯∗(β), nmins
)
for 1 < β ≤ 2, (94)
where α(ns)(β, φ∗, ns) is given by Eqs. (91)–(92), and
Φ¯∗(β) ≡ φ¯∗(β, nmins ).4
Now for certain values of β within the range 1 < β ≤
2, the value of α
(ns)
max(β) in Eq. (94) yields a value of
r(α
(ns)
max, β) ≥ rmax = 0.11, violating the observational
bound on the tensor-to-scalar ratio. The ratio r rises
monotonically with φ∗. We label φ
(r)
∗ the value that sat-
urates the bound r → rmax. From Eq. (85), we find
φ
(r)
∗ (α, β)
Mpl
=
[
rmax
8α2β2
]1/(2β−2)
. (95)
For a given value of β, values of α
(ns)
max(β) such that Φ¯∗ ≥
φ
(r)
∗ yield r ≥ rmax.
For cases in which Φ¯∗ ≥ φ(r)∗ , we calculate an alternate
form for αmax(β) that remains consistent with the obser-
vational constraints on both ns and r. In particular, we
substitute φ
(r)
∗ from Eq. (95) into Eq. (85) for ns. After
some straightforward algebra, we find
α(r1)max(β) =
[
1− nmins − (rmax/8)
]β−1
β(2β − 2)β−1(rmax/8)(β−2)/2 . (96)
We can find the cross-over β-value as follows. Note from
Eq. (85) that the ratio r rises monotonically with α. We
let α(r0) correspond to the α-value that saturates the
bound r → rmax. Then we find
α(r0)(β, φ∗) ≡
[
rmax
8β2
(
φ∗
Mpl
)−2(β−1)]1/2
. (97)
The cross-over β-value occurs for β1 such that
α(r0)(β1, Φ¯∗(β1)) = α(ns)max(β1), (98)
which yields β1 = 1.524.
There is one further regime of interest. Solving the
equation
α(r0)(β, φmin) = α
(ns) (β, φmin, n
max
s ) , (99)
4 Note that Eq. (94) does not quite hold everywhere in the range
1 < β ≤ 2, as for 1.9998 < β ≤ 2, Φ¯∗(β) < φmin ≡ 0.1Mpl (which
is the minimum value of φ∗ we have elected to consider). Given
that the empirical constraints of Eq. (89) are only known to 2 -
3 significant figures, however, we consider the value β = 1.9998
to be indistinguishable (for all practical purposes) from β = 2.
Hence we may work with α
(ns)
max (β) as given in Eq. (94).
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FIG. 9. Predictions for ns (gold surface) as a function of α and φ∗ (in units of Mpl), consistent with the bound r < 0.11
(effected by the red surface), for β = 1.2 (left) and β = 1.8 (right).
for β (with φmin ≡ 0.1Mpl), we obtain a critical value
of β, βcrit ≡ 1.003, below which there are no values of
(α, β) that are consistent with the constraints on ns and
r. Above (and including) βcrit, the maximum value of
α is given by α(r0)(β, φmin). This continues to hold for
values of β up to and including β0 ≡ 1.013, which can
be found by solving α(r0)(β, φmin) = α
(ns)
(
β, φmin, n
min
s
)
for β. When the maximum allowable value of α is affected
by the r-constraint, we therefore find
α(r)max(β) =
{
α(r0)(β, φmin) for βcrit ≤ β ≤ β0
α
(r1)
max(β) for β0 < β ≤ β1,
(100)
with (βcrit, β0, β1) = (1.003, 1.013, 1.524). Combining
Eqs. (94) and (100), for a given value βcrit ≤ β ≤ 2,
we find the maximum value of α that will remain consis-
tent with the observational constraints on both ns and
r:
αmax(β) =
{
α
(r)
max(β) for βcrit ≤ β ≤ β1
α
(ns)
max(β) for β1 < β ≤ 2,
(101)
A plot of αmax(β) is shown in Fig. 10 (in blue).
We may find αmin(β) similarly. The minimum allow-
able value of α will correspond to the minimum value of
(1− ns), and hence to ns → nmaxs = 0.980. The function
α(ns)(β, φ∗, nmaxs ) has a nontrivial dependence on φ∗. For
most of the range 1 < β ≤ 2, α(ns)(β, φ∗, nmaxs ) will be
minimized for φ∗ → φmin. Only near the upper end of
the range β → 2 will the minimum of α(ns)(β, φ∗, nmaxs )
occur at φ∗ = φmax = 10Mpl, the maximum value of
φ∗ under consideration. The two values become equal,
with α(ns)(β2, φmin, n
max
s ) = α
(ns)(β2, φmax, n
max
s ), at
β2 = 1.925. Hence across the full range βcrit ≤ β ≤ 2, we
have
αmin(β) =
{
α(ns)(β, φmin, n
max
s ) for βcrit ≤ β ≤ β2
α(ns)(β, φmax, n
max
s ) for β2 ≤ β ≤ 2.
(102)
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FIG. 10. The values of αmax(β) (blue) and αmin(β) (gold),
from Eqs. (101) and (102), respectively, for a given value of β
in the range 1 < β ≤ 2 that will yield predictions for ns and
r consistent with the constraints of Eq. (89), for some values
of φ∗ within the range 0.1 ≤ (φ∗/Mpl ≤ 10. The dashed
line signifies a constraint derived from the inequality on the
tensor-to-scalar ratio r, so that admissable values of α are
those that lie strictly beneath the dashed line.
Note that we do not need to make any additional adjust-
ments to our expression for αmin(β) in Eq. (102) in order
to accommodate observational constraints on r. In addi-
tion, from Eq. (99), we see that αmax(βcrit) = αmin(βcrit).
A plot of αmin(β) is presented in Fig. 10 (in gold).
To summarize: for any value of β within the range
βcrit ≤ β ≤ 2, the best-fit parameters (α, β) for a given
trajectory will be consistent with the observational con-
straints of Eq. (89) for some values φ∗ within the range
0.1 ≤ (φ∗/Mpl) ≤ 10 and αmin(β) ≤ α ≤ αmax(β).
Finally, an analysis similar to the one we have carried
out for 1 < β ≤ 2 is possible for β > 2. In that case,
in accord with Ref. [32], we find that broad ranges of α
remain consistent with the Planck constraints.
We therefore find that there exist trajectories through
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the effective phase space for systems at various orders
M that are compatible with SSF realizations and that
remain consistent with observational constraints. In par-
ticular, there exist non-trivial windows within which the
inferred values for α and β of the effective potential V (φ)
in Eq. (56) yield predictions for the primordial spectral
index for scalar curvature perturbations, ns, and for the
ratio of tensor-to-scalar perturbations, r, consistent with
the latest observations, under reasonable assumptions
about the cross-out scale φ∗/Mpl. We defer to future
research the question of how representative such obser-
vationally consistent values of α and β are, for a given
order M , among inflationary trajectories through the ef-
fective phase space.
VI. DISCUSSION
By combining techniques from effective field theory
(EFT) approaches to inflation with dynamical-systems
analyses, we have developed a framework within which
one may assess how generic (or otherwise) the flow into
early-universe inflation may be. Our approach applies to
all single-clock scenarios, including, but not limited to,
single-scalar-field (SSF) realizations. Rather than spec-
ify a functional form V (φ) for the effective potential, we
study the dynamics of systems under various assump-
tions about the behavior of the Mth time derivative of a
potential-like quantity in the effective action, L(t).
When we fix theMth time derivative of L(t) — thereby
reducing the dynamical system to Mth order — we find
that there exist at most two hyperbolic inflationary fixed
points within the effective phase space. One of these fixed
points corresponds to evolution of the system in a pure de
Sitter state, while the other corresponds to evolution in a
quasi-de Sitter state akin to that of power-law inflation.
For zeroth-order and first-order systems (corresponding
to M = 0 and 1, respectively), we find significant proba-
bility for systems to flow into inflation, and for inflation
to persist for at least 60 efolds, even for initial conditions
such that kinetic energy dominates potential energy at
early times. For first-order systems, we also identify tra-
jectories through the effective phase space that do not
correspond to any SSF realization. Including such tra-
jectories further increases the probability that dynamical
systems will flow into inflation.
We further find that all trajectories through the effec-
tive phase space that are compatible with SSF realiza-
tions (at least up to and including order M = 2) may
be characterized by a single functional form for the (in-
ferred) effective potential, V (φ): a generalization of the
familiar potential for power-law inflation. The specific
form of V (φ) that we infer, V (φ) = V0 exp[−α(φ/Mpl)β ],
includes the two fixed points as special cases: α = 0 for
a de Sitter phase, β = 1 for power-law inflation.
Given the functional form for V (φ) for Mth-order sys-
tems that are compatible with SSF realizations, we iden-
tify ranges for the (inferred) parameters of the potential
that are compatible with observational constraints, in-
cluding the measured value of the primordial spectral
index (ns) and the upper bound on the tensor-to-scalar
ratio (r). For zeroth-order, first-order, and second-order
systems, we find examples of trajectories through the ef-
fective phase space that yield a sufficient amount of infla-
tion and can also remain compatible with observations.
Our aim in this work has been to establish a formal-
ism for assessing the flow into inflation without need-
ing to specify a particular form for V (φ), thereby com-
plementing recent numerical [10, 11] and semi-analytic
[23, 24, 27] approaches. Hence we have restricted atten-
tion to the simple case in which the background space-
time is (already) homogeneous, isotropic, and spatially
flat. An obvious next step is to expand the analysis pre-
sented here to background spacetimes that have nonvan-
ishing spatial curvature, initial anisotropy, and/or initial
inhomogeneities. In the presence of inhomogeneities, we
would no longer expect dynamical trajectories to remain
on the constraint surface x + y = 1, given additional
contributions from fluctuations to the effective energy
density. Such extensions remain the subject of further
research.
Appendix A: Second-order system
In this first appendix, we collect some results of inter-
est for the second-order system. In particular, we discuss
fixed points at second order, as well as certain SSF real-
izations.
To obtain the second-order system, we set λ2 = con-
stant. Under this assumption, the equations governing
the dynamics, Eqs. (31a)–(31f), take the form
dx
d ln a
= λ0y − 3x+ 3x2 − 3xy, (A1a)
dy
d ln a
= −λ0y + 3y + 3xy − 3y2, (A1b)
dλ0
d ln a
=
[
−λ1 + λ0 + 3
2
(1 + x− y)
]
λ0, (A1c)
dλ1
d ln a
=
[
−λ2 + λ1 + 3
2
(1 + x− y)
]
λ1, (A1d)
1 = x+ y, (A1e)
where, as in Eq. (30), the slow-roll parameter is given by
 = 3x.
To find the fixed points of the system, we set the right-
hand sides of Eqs. (A1a)–(A1d) to zero, subject to the
constraint of Eq. (A1e). One finds there are at most six
hyperbolic fixed points for the system, whose stability
properties depend on the value of λ2. A table summariz-
ing properties of the fixed points at this order is presented
in Table VI. As in the first-order case, there are at most
two inflationary fixed points, FP2a and FP2f. FP2a,
a saddle point, corresponds to an exact de Sitter back-
ground. FP2f is a regularly inflating saddle focus-node
for 0 < λ2 < 4. We further note that there exists a
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non-hyperbolic inflationary fixed point with coordinates
(x, y, λ0, λ1) = (0, 1, 0, 0). This fixed point appears to
play an important role in the dynamics at second order,
as one can glean from Figs. 11 and 12.
We may generate an SSF realization of the second-
order EFT dynamical system in a very similar way to
the zeroth and first orders (see Sec. IV). Motivated by
the analysis for those orders, we first analyze SSF real-
izations of FP2a and FP2f, before analyzing SSF re-
alizations of trajectories with kinetic-energy-dominated
initial conditions.
Fixed point FP2a has coordinates (x, y, λ0, λ1) =
(0, 1, 0, λ2). Any trajectory that begins at these coor-
dinates, will, of course, remain there for all t. Akin to
FP1a in Sec. IV B, one can show that evolution at the
fixed point FP2a corresponds to φ˙ = H˙ = 0: namely, an
unending de Sitter phase.
Fixed point FP2f corresponds to a particular solu-
tion of power-law inflation, akin to fixed point FP0b
discussed in Sec. IV A. One can obtain the relevant equa-
tions for the SSF realization at second order by substi-
tuting λ2/12 for λ0/6 in each relevant equation for FP0b
in Sec. IV A. This is an example of a more general pat-
tern, which we demonstrate in Appendix B: at each order
M ≥ 0, there exists a fixed point whose SSF realization
corresponds to a particular solution to power-law infla-
tion.
We now turn to a (restricted) analysis of example tra-
jectories in the EFT phase space and their SSF realiza-
tions at second order. We highlight two important points.
First, for certain kinetic-energy-dominated initial condi-
tions, one may find trajectories that undergo at least 60
efolds of inflation, even though there does not exist an
inflationary attractor in the EFT phase space. Second,
the simple functional form for V (φ) in Eq. (56) can again
be fit to SSF realizations of trajectories.
We present results for two different values of λ2: λ2 = 2
and λ2 = 5. These values were chosen so that FP2f (see
Table VI) is either an inflationary fixed point (λ2 = 2) or
a non-inflationary fixed point (λ2 = 5). In order to dis-
play salient features of each case, we consider illustrative
examples, setting x(τi) = 0.8 for λ2 = 2 and x(τi) = 0.9
for λ2 = 5, and selecting values of λ0(τi) and λ1(τi) that
highlight interesting features of the ensuing dynamics.
Best-fit parameters for V (φ) in each case are shown in
Table VII. Dynamical trajectories are shown in Fig. 11
(λ2 = 2) and Fig. 12 (λ2 = 5). In each set of figures,
we suppress the y-axis, since all trajectories satisfy the
constraint y = 1− x.
In sum, there exist trajectories for second-order sys-
tems that begin from kinetic-energy-dominated initial
conditions and flow into inflationary states, even though
for second-order systems — unlike the zeroth- and first-
order cases — there do not exist inflationary attractors
(or inflationary stable focus-nodes) within the EFT phase
space. Even in the absence of such fixed-points at second
order, inflation for such trajectories can persist for 60 or
more efolds, and such trajectories are again well-fit by
the simple functional form for V (φ) of Eq. (56).
Appendix B: Mth-order system: M ≥ 3
The Mth-order analysis corresponds to fixing λM =
constant. We focus on the case in which M ≥ 3. To make
things transparent, we begin by enumerating the equa-
tions that define this order, before outlining the strategy
we will use to derive fixed points (which we adapt from
Ref. [15]).
For λM = constant, Eqs. (31a)–(31f), fall into two
blocks. The first block includes (constrained) dynami-
cal equations for x, y, and λ0:
dx
d ln a
= λ0y − 3x+ 3x2 − 3xy, (B1a)
dy
d ln a
= −λ0y + 3y + 3xy − 3y2, (B1b)
dλ0
d ln a
=
[
−λ1 + λ0 + 3
2
(1 + x− y)
]
λ0, (B1c)
1 = x+ y, (B1d)
where, as in Eq. (30), the slow-roll parameter is given
by  = 3x. The second block of equations comprises
dynamical equations for the λm with 1 ≤ m ≤M − 1:
dλ1
d ln a
=
[
−λ2 + λ1 + 3
2
(1 + x− y)
]
λ1, (B2a)
dλ2
d ln a
=
[
−λ3 + λ2 + 3
2
(1 + x− y)
]
λ2, (B2b)
...
dλM−1
d ln a
=
[
−λM + λM−1 + 3
2
(1 + x− y)
]
λM−1.
(B2c)
Comparing the two blocks of equations, we see that, for
m ≥ 2, the variables x, y, and λ0 depend on λm only via
their dependence on λ1. Thus, adapting the procedure
outlined in Ref. [15], we proceed by deriving fixed points
for the entire system of equations by first finding fixed
points of the first block of equations as functions of λ1,
and then solving for fixed points for the second block
of equations after assuming all possible values for the
critical value of λ1, which we denote λ1,c. (For clarity,
we append the subscript ‘c’ for ‘critical’ values of the
phase-space variables.) This strategy sounds onerous,
but things simplify dramatically because we need only
consider cases in which λ1,c = 0 and λ1,c 6= 0, to solve
for fixed points for the entire system of equations in full
generality.
We begin by indicating how to derive all possible fixed
points, hyperbolic and non-hyperbolic alike. We will fo-
cus specifically on inflationary fixed points, and will carry
out a stability analysis only for the hyperbolic inflation-
ary fixed points. We have already solved the first block of
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Fixed point Inflationary? Eigenvalues Stability properties
(x, y, λ0, λ1) ( = 3x < 1?) [Hyperbolic iff ]
FP2a Yes {−6,−3,−λ2, λ2} λ2 6= 0: Saddle
(0, 1, 0, λ2) [λ2 6= 0]
FP2b No {9,−3, 3, 3− λ2} λ2 6= 3: Saddle
(1, 0,−3, 0) [λ2 6= 3]
FP2c No {6, 3, 3, 3− λ2} λ2 < 3: Unstable
(1, 0, 0, 0) [λ2 6= 3] λ2 > 3: Saddle
FP2d No {6, 3, 6− λ2,−3 + λ2} λ2 < 3: Saddle
(1, 0, 0,−3 + λ2) [λ2 6= 3, 6] 3 < λ2 < 6: Unstable
λ2 > 6: Saddle
FP2e No {3, 12− λ2,−6 + λ2,−3 + λ2} λ2 < 3: Saddle
(1, 0,−6 + λ2,−3 + λ2) [λ2 6= 3, 6, 12] 3 < λ2 < 6: Saddle
6 < λ2 < 12: Unstable
λ2 > 12: Saddle
FP2f Yes (λ2 < 4) {−6+λ22 , ∗, ∗, ∗} 0 < λ2 < 4: Saddle focus
(λ2
12
, 1− λ2
12
, λ2
2
, 3λ2
4
) [λ2 6= 0, 6, 12]
TABLE VI. Hyperbolic second-order fixed points and their stability properties. In the final row, eigenvalues labeled with a
* are (different) functions of λ2, whose precise functional form will not be needed here. For this row, the stability analysis
has been carried out numerically, and results in the table are quoted for the domain over which FP2f is a regularly inflating
hyperbolic fixed point (0 < λ2 < 4). We have (numerically) extended the stability analysis beyond these limits (for positive λ2
only), and this analysis suggests that FP2f is not an attractor (or a stable focus-node) for any positive value of λ2.
λ2 x(τi) λ0(τi) λ1(τi) V0 α β N End of integration
2 0.8 0.01 0.5 5.93× 10−3 0.0297 1.79 53 System stops inflating
2 0.8 0.01 1.0 5.76× 10−3 0.0111 1.70 240 System stops inflating
2 0.8 0.01 1.5 6.00× 10−3 0.00575 1.11 1 λ1 ∼ 5
5 0.9 0.01 0.5 3.06× 10−3 0.0363 1.96 25 System stops inflating
5 0.9 0.01 2 2.99× 10−3 0.0231 1.84 60 System stops inflating
5 0.9 0.01 3 2.88× 10−3 0.00509 1.67 666 System stops inflating
TABLE VII. Best-fit parameters for V (φ) of Eq. (56) for second-order systems with λ2 = 2 or λ2 = 5, and H(τi) = 0.1, in units
of Mpl. N is the total number of efolds that the system undergoes before integration was stopped, either because inflation
ended [with x(τ) crossing 1/3 from below, which corresponds to  = 1], or because λ1(τ) crossed 5 from below.
equations for fixed points, as displayed in Table II. We re-
produce those in Table VIII, relabeling what now amount
to ‘initial segments’ of higher-dimensional fixed points,
by which we mean the first few elements of the full set
of M + 2 phase-space variables {x, y, λ0, λ1, . . . , λM−1}.
In what follows, we consider the two general cases that
will allow us to find critical values for each of the M + 2
phase-space variables, namely, λ1,c = 0 and λ1,c 6= 0.
Solution label Inflationary? xc yc λ0,c
α Yes 0 1 0
β No 1 0 0
γ No 1 0 −3 + λ1
δ Yes (λ1 < 3)
λ1
9
1− λ1
9
2λ1
3
TABLE VIII. Initial segments from the first block of equa-
tions: Eq. (B1).
1. Case A: λ1,c = 0
For λ1,c = 0, there are only 3 distinct initial segments,
since δ → α in Table VIII, only one of which (α) is in-
flationary (with  = 3x = 0). Hence we obtain the initial
segments displayed in Table IX.
Solution label Inflationary? xc yc λ0,c λ1,c
α′ Yes 0 1 0 0
β′ No 1 0 0 0
γ′ No 1 0 −3 0
TABLE IX. Distinct initial segments derived from the first
block of equations, Eq. (B1), with λ1,c = 0.
Next we find fixed points of the second block of equa-
tions subject to the initial segments displayed in Ta-
ble IX. There exist three general cases:
(i) λm,c = 0 for all 2 ≤ m ≤M − 1;
(ii) λm,c 6= 0 for all 2 ≤ m ≤M − 1; and
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(e) (f)
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(h) (i)
FIG. 11. Second-order EFT phase space and SSF realizations for λ2 = 2 and H(τi) = 0.1 (in units of Mpl), with
(x(τi), λ0(τi), λ1(τi)) = (0.8, 0.01, 0.5) (top row), (0.8, 0.01, 1.0) (middle row), and (0.8, 0.01, 1.5) (bottom row). In each row,
the first plot displays the system’s trajectory through the EFT phase space (with the y-axis suppressed); inflationary fixed
points are displayed as green dots, non-inflationary fixed points are displayed as red dots, a non-hyperbolic fixed point (at the
origin of the coordinate system) is displayed as a blue dot, and the starting point of each trajectory is displayed as a gray
dot. All dotted lines are drawn to guide the eye. The second plot displays φ˙ vs. φ, with ln a(t) displayed in the inset. The
third plot displays V (φ) as obtained parametrically from the EFT dynamical system (black) and as a fit to the form of V (φ)
in Eq. (56) (red dashed). Parameters for each fit are given in Table VII. In the phase-space plots, the direction of flow along
each trajectory is indicated with arrows. In the latter two plots in each row, time evolution flows from left to right.
(iii) λm,c = 0 for just some of the 2 ≤ m ≤M − 1.
These cases just list all the ways one can distribute 0’s
among all (critical values of) phase-space variables that
have yet to be determined. Having distributed 0’s in this
way, the structure of the equations that appear in the
second block allows one to determine the nonzero crit-
ical values in a straightforward way, as we will now show.
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FIG. 12. Second-order EFT phase space and SSF realization for λ2 = 5 and H(τi) = 0.1 (in units of Mpl), with
(x(τi), λ0(τi), λ1(τi)) = (0.9, 0.01, 0.5) (top row), (0.9, 0.01, 2) (middle row), and (0.9, 0.01, 3) (bottom row). In each row,
the first plot displays the EFT phase space (with the y-coordinate suppressed); inflationary fixed points are displayed as green
dots, non-inflationary fixed points are displayed as red dots, a non-hyperbolic fixed point (at the origin of the coordinate
system) is displayed as a blue dot, and the starting point of the trajectory is displayed as a gray dot. All dotted lines are drawn
to guide the eye. The second plot displays φ˙ vs. φ, with ln a(t) displayed in the inset. The third plot displays V (φ) as obtained
parametrically from the EFT dynamical system (black) and as a fit to the form of V (φ) in Eq. (56) (red dashed). Parameters
for the fit are described in Table VII. In the phase-space plots, the direction of flow along each trajectory is indicated with
arrows. In the latter two plots, time evolution flows from left to right.
Case A(i): (λm,c = 0 for all 2 ≤ m ≤M − 1)
This is the most straightforward case, as the initial
segments displayed in Table IX are appended with 0’s
for λ2 though to λM−1. One thus derives three fixed
points in total, only one of which is inflationary (which
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we label IA(i), with ‘I’ for ‘inflationary’). We find
IA(i) : (xc, yc, λ0,c, λ1,c, λ2,c, . . . , λM−1,c)
= (0, 1, 0, 0, 0, . . . , 0). (B3)
There are no restrictions on the value of λM .
Case A(ii): (λm,c 6= 0 for all 2 ≤ m ≤M − 1)
In this case, for each of the initial segments dis-
played in Table IX, we can solve the second block of
equations for fixed points by starting at the top of
the tower of the λm’s, namely, at λM−1, and working
our way down. So, the fixed point λM−1,c can first be
determined from Eq. (B2c) by noting that the term in
square brackets must vanish, which yields
λM−1,c = λM − 3
2
(1 + xc − yc) ≡ λM − (xc). (B4)
Recall from Eq. (30) that (x) = 3x. We can then pro-
ceed up the second block of equations, sequentially de-
termining λm,c for m = M − 2, . . . , 2. In general, we
find:
λm,c = λM − (M −m)(xc), (B5)
for m = 2, 3, . . . ,M−1. Each initial segment in Table IX
is thus appended with Eq. (B5), giving the corresponding
(M+2)-dimensional fixed point. Note that the inflation-
ary initial segment (α′) has (xc) = 0, and therefore we
have a new inflationary fixed point, which we label IA(ii),
only when λM 6= 0, in which case
IA(ii) : (xc, yc, λ0,c, λ1,c, λ2,c, . . . , λM−1,c)
= (0, 1, 0, 0, λM , . . . , λM ). (B6)
Similarly, this case gives two new non-inflationary fixed
points only when λM 6= (M −m)(xc) = 3(M −m) (for
all m = 2, 3, . . . ,M − 1).
Case A(iii): (λm,c = 0 for just some 2 ≤ m ≤M − 1)
In this final case (which can only provide new fixed
points when M > 3), there are, in principle, 2M−2 − 2
new ways to distribute 0’s among the λm,c’s, since
m = 2, 3, . . . ,M − 1, and we have subtracted cases A(i)
and A(ii) from the total number of ways of distributing
0’s among M − 2 variables. Note, however, that not
all of these different ways are consistent with the initial
segments displayed in Table IX. We illustrate our
procedure by considering consistent extensions of the
inflating case, α′.
The total number of possibilities for consistent exten-
sions of α′ simplifies dramatically, because the second
block of equations, Eq. (B2), does not allow for a solution
in which a nonzero critical value somewhere in the tower
is followed by a critical value that is zero. First consider
that this were not the case. That is, assume that there
is some j ∈ {2, 3, . . . ,M − 2} for which λj,c 6= 0, but for
which λj+1,c = 0. Then the second block of equations
would yield the following equation:
[−λj+1,c + λj,c + (xc)]λj,c = 0. (B7)
But then noting that for α′, (xc) = 0, we find
λj+1,c = 0 =⇒ λj,c = 0, (B8)
contradicting the original assumption that λj,c 6= 0.
This argument leaves just M−3 new cases, namely, the
cases in which there exist a string of k− 1 zeros starting
from λ2,c = 0 up to and including some λk,c = 0, with
λj,c 6= 0 for k+ 1 ≤ j ≤M − 1. One generates all M − 3
possibilities by considering, in turn, k = 2, 3, . . . ,M − 2.
Having chosen some initial sequence of k − 1 zeros, it
is straightforward to show that the remaining nonzero
terms are given simply by λj,c = λM . Thus only for
λM 6= 0 do we find M − 3 new, inflationary solutions,
which we refer to as
IA(iii)k : (xc, yc, λ0,c, λ1,c, λ2,c, . . . , λk,c, λk+1,c, . . . , λM−1,c) = (0, 1, 0, 0, 0, . . . , 0, λM , . . . , λM ), (B9)
for k = 2, 3, . . . ,M − 2. Note, again, that for M = 3,
IA(iii)k provides no new fixed points.
Similar arguments may be used to derive extensions for
the non-inflationary cases, β′ and γ′, of Table IX. Next
we consider the second general case, where λ1,c 6= 0.
2. Case B: λ1,c 6= 0
In this case, we have 4 distinct initial segments, as
displayed in Table VIII, which we reproduce and relabel
for clarity in Table X.
Solution label Inflationary? xc yc λ0,c λ1,c
α′′ Yes 0 1 0 6= 0
β′′ No 1 0 0 6= 0
γ′′ No 1 0 −3 + λ1 6= 0
δ′′ Yes (λ1 < 3) λ19 1− λ19 2λ13 6= 0
TABLE X. Initial segments from the first block of equations,
Eq. (B1), with λ1,c 6= 0.
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As for Case A, we may find fixed points for the
second block of equations, Eq. (B2), subject to the
initial segments in Table X, by invoking three general
cases, depending on which λm,c vanish. We again work
through these cases in turn. For λ1,c 6= 0, the two
blocks of equations in Eqs. (B1) and (B2) are not as
independent as for the case λ1,c = 0, which introduces
only modest additional complications.
Case B(i): (λm,c = 0 for all 2 ≤ m ≤M − 1)
We again focus on inflationary fixed points, which
can only correspond to extensions of α′′ and δ′′. For α′′,
there does not exist any extension, because if λ2,c = 0,
then Eq. (B2a) yields
[−λ2,c + λ1,c + (xc)]λ1,c = 0. (B10)
But since (xc) = 0 for α
′′, we find λ1,c = 0, which
contradicts the defining assumption of Case B. We find
a similar result for δ′′. In that case, (xc) = λ1/3, which,
together with Eq. (B10), yields λ1,c = −λ1,c/3, whose
only solution is λ1,c = 0, again yielding a contradiction
for Case B. Hence we find no new inflationary solutions
in this case. (Similar manipulations indicate that there
exist two new non-inflationary solutions for β′′ and γ′′,
with no constraints on λM .)
Case B(ii): (λm,c 6= 0 for all 2 ≤ m ≤M − 1)
The solutions in this case mirror those of Case
A(ii) except that now, λ1,c is also nonzero. Hence the
appropriate generalization of Eq. (B5) is
λm,c = λM − (M −m)(xc), (B11)
for m = 1, 2, . . . ,M − 1. Aside from two new non-
inflationary solutions (extending β′′ and γ′′, with certain
restrictions on the value of λM that we will not enumer-
ate here), we now have two new inflationary solutions.
We first consider the extension of α′′, where, noting
(xc) = 0, we find (for λM 6= 0),
IB(ii)α′′ : (xc, yc, λ0,c, λ1,c, λ2,c, . . . , λM−1,c) = (0, 1, 0, λM , λM , . . . , λM ). (B12)
The second inflationary fixed point corresponds to the
extension of δ′′. It can be found by noting that for m = 1,
Eq. (B11), in combination with the fact that (xc) =
λ1/3, yields
λ1,c =
3λM
M + 2
. (B13)
Thus we can compute the extension to δ′′, which yields
(for λM 6= 0)
IB(ii)δ′′ : (xc, yc, λ0,c, λ1,c, {λj,c}M−1j=2 ) =
(
λM
3(M + 2)
, 1− λM
3(M + 2)
,
2λM
M + 2
,
3λM
M + 2
,
{(
j + 2
M + 2
)
λM
}M−1
j=2
)
.
(B14)
Note that in this case, the original condition for infla-
tion, namely, λ1 < 3, translates to a condition on λM :
λM < M + 2. In addition, on both sides of Eq. (B14),
one can set the lower limit of the term in braces to j = 0,
thereby consistently subsuming the two terms preceding
the term in braces.
Case B(iii): (λm,c = 0 for just some 2 ≤ m ≤M − 1)
For this case, there are no new inflationary fixed
points. Consider α′′ first. If there were to be a consis-
tent extension of α′′, there would need to exist some first
λj,c = 0 for some j = 2, 3, . . . ,M − 1, before which all
λj′,c 6= 0, for j′ < j. Then, from Eq. (B2), the righthand
side of the relevant dynamical equation for λj−1 would
take the form [−λj + λj−1 + (x)]λj−1. Setting this
expression to zero and solving for λj−1,c would yield
λj−1,c = −(xc), but for α′′, we have (xc) = 0, thus
contradicting the assumption that λj,c (rather than
λj−1,c) is the first such zero critical value. A similar
argument indicates that there does not exist a consistent
extension of δ′′ for this case, either, though consistent
extensions of β′′ and γ′′ may be found.
To summarize: at any order M ≥ 3, there are at most
M + 1 inflationary fixed points. These correspond to
Eqs. (B3), (B6), (B9), (B12), and (B14), which we repro-
duce in Table XI. Note that in the third row of results,
we display a representative fixed point for IA(iii)k from
Eq. (B9). However, as we next demonstrate, not all of
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these inflationary fixed points are hyperbolic.
3. Stability analysis of Mth-order inflationary fixed
points
To investigate the stability properties of various fixed
points, we consider the eigenvalues of the Jacobian. For
the two blocks of equations listed in Eqs. (B1) and (B2),
the Jacobian takes a somewhat simple form. One can use
this fact to determine the stability properties of any (hy-
perbolic) fixed point of interest. As above, we will focus
solely on the fixed points that can be inflationary. We
find that only fixed points IB(ii)α′′ and IB(ii)δ′′ are hy-
perbolic: they comprise a saddle point and, as a numer-
ical analysis reveals, a saddle focus-node, respectively.
The Jacobian is an (M + 2) × (M + 2) matrix, given
by

6x− 3y − 3 λ0 − 3x y 0 0 0 . . . 0
3y 3x− 6y − λ0 + 3 −y 0 0 0 . . . 0
3λ0
2 − 3λ02 −λ1 + 2λ0 +  −λ0 0 0 . . . 0
3λ1
2 − 3λ12 0 −λ2 + 2λ1 +  −λ1 0 . . . 0
3λ2
2 − 3λ22 0 0 −λ3 + 2λ2 +  −λ2 . . . 0
...
...
...
...
...
...
. . .
...
3λM−1
2 − 3λM−12 0 0 0 0 . . . −λM + 2λM−1 + 

, (B15)
where, as usual,  ≡ 32 (1 + x − y). For the inflationary
fixed points in Table XI, we find the following stability
properties:
• IA(i): Substituting the first row of results in Ta-
ble XI into the Jacobian of Eq. (B15), one finds
that the Jacobian is block diagonal, with the first
block (a 3× 3 matrix in the upper lefthand corner)
given by  −6 0 13 −3 −1
0 0 0
 . (B16)
The matrix in Eq. (B16) may itself be further de-
composed as a lower block-diagonal (2 × 2) ma-
trix, consisting of the first two rows and columns of
Eq. (B16), nested within an upper block-diagonal
matrix. The eigenvalues are just the diagonal en-
tries. Thus there exists a zero eigenvalue for the
(full) Jacobian in this case, and hence IA(i) is not
hyperbolic.
• IA(ii), IA(iii)k: Analogous arguments to the pre-
vious one hold in all of these cases. Although the
full Jacobian is not block diagonal, it is lower block-
diagonal in all cases. In particular, one finds that
the same matrix in Eq. (B16) occupies the upper
left block in all cases. Thus, as for fixed point IA(i),
there exists a zero eigenvalue in all of these cases,
rendering these fixed points not hyperbolic.
• IB(ii)α′′: Direct substitution of the fourth row of
results in Table XI into Eq. (B15) shows that the
Jacobian is a lower block-diagonal matrix, with an
upper block-diagonal 3 × 3 matrix in the upper
lefthand corner, and an (M − 1) × (M − 1) up-
per triangular block in the lower righthand corner.
The eigenvalues of the full Jacobian thus lie along
the diagonal. One can easily show that they are
(−6,−3,−λM , λM , λM , . . . , λM ). Thus, this fixed
point is hyperbolic and is a saddle point.
• IB(ii)δ′′: The stability analysis is not as straight-
forward in this case because there is ostensibly no
way to simplify the Jacobian as in the previous
cases. We have thus performed a numerical analysis
(for 3 ≤M ≤ 10) that reveals, for 0 < λM < M+2
— for which this fixed point is inflationary with
 > 0 — that this fixed point is a saddle focus-
node.
To summarize: at all orders M , there exist cosmo-
logically viable fixed points. In particular, at any order
M ≥ 0, there exist at most two hyperbolic, inflationary
fixed points. Moreover, at each order M ≥ 1, one of
the hyperbolic fixed points corresponds to exact de Sit-
ter evolution, whereas the other corresponds to quasi-de
Sitter evolution (for appropriate values of λM ). Further-
more, it appears that the latter fixed point is not an
attractor.
4. SSF realization of hyperbolic inflationary fixed
points
We conclude our analysis by focussing on SSF realiza-
tions of hyperbolic inflationary fixed points for the Mth-
order system for M ≥ 3. This analysis will also allow us
to tie together some results generated for M = 0, 1, and
2.
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Case (xc) xc yc λ0,c λ1,c λ2,c . . . λk,c λk+1,c . . . λM−1,c
IA(i) 0 0 1 0 0 0 . . . 0 0 . . . 0
IA(ii) 0 0 1 0 0 λM . . . λM λM . . . λM
IA(iii)k 0 0 1 0 0 0 . . . 0 λM . . . λM
IB(ii)α′′ 0 0 1 0 λM λM . . . λM λM . . . λM
IB(ii)δ′′ λM
M+2
λM
3(M+2)
1− λM
3(M+2)
2λM
M+2
3λM
M+2
4λM
M+2
. . . (k+2)λM
M+2
(k+3)λM
M+2
. . . (M+1)λM
M+2
TABLE XI. Maximal set of inflationary fixed points (realized for λM 6= 0). At any order M ≥ 3, there are at most M + 1 such
fixed points. The subscript k in IA(iii)k runs over k = 2, 3, . . . ,M − 2. Note that IA(iii)k only provides new fixed points for
M > 3.
As Appendix B 3 revealed, there are at most two hy-
perbolic inflationary fixed points at any order M ≥ 3,
namely, the points IB(ii)α′′ and IB(ii)δ′′ in Table XI. (In
fact, as we have seen above, this statement holds for any
M ≥ 0.) The point IB(ii)α′′ has x-coordinate xc = 0,
so we immediately see — in direct analogy to the cases
of fixed points FP1a at first order (see Sec. IV B) and
FP2a at second order (see Appendix A) — that the SSF
realization of a trajectory that begins at IB(ii)α′′ will
remain there and undergo de Sitter evolution forever.
We will now show (by construction) that a trajectory
that begins at fixed point IB(ii)δ′′ corresponds to the
particular solution to power-law inflation that we have
already discussed for FP0b at zeroth order (Sec. IV A),
FP1d at first order (Sec. IV B), and FP2f at second
order (Appendix A). We will refer to this particular so-
lution of power-law inflation as ‘PLI’ — as governed by
Eqs. (57)–(59).
Our construction proceeds in two steps. First we
demonstrate that PLI will indeed behave like an SSF
realization of the EFT dynamical system at Mth order.
Then we demonstrate that PLI corresponds to the fixed
point IB(ii)δ′′.
We first demonstrate that PLI corresponds to an SSF
realization of the EFT dynamical system at any order.
That is, if we fix λM for some M ≥ 0 (and make a judi-
cious choice of p), PLI can be made to satisfy the defining
relationship for that order, namely
V (M)(t) ∝ [a(t)]−λM , (B17)
where, as in Eq. (39), V (M)(t) is theMth derivative of the
scalar potential with respect to cosmic time. In particu-
lar, it is straightforward to show (via direct integration)
that for PLI,
V
(M)
PLI (t) ∝ [a(t)]−(M+2)/p . (B18)
Upon setting
p ≡ M + 2
λM
, (B19)
we find that PLI satisfies Eq. (B17), and hence one should
be able to locate it somewhere as an SSF realization of
the EFT dynamical system at Mth order.
Next we demonstrate that PLI corresponds to evolu-
tion at a fixed point. Notice that if we compute λm for
PLI from its definition in Eq. (38), we find
λm =
m+ 2
p
. (B20)
So if we assume we are analyzing the EFT dynami-
cal system at Mth order and have fixed p according to
Eq. (B19), then we can (easily) sequentially construct
lower-order λm’s, as well as x and y, for PLI. Upon using
Eq. (B20) and proceeding down the tower of λm’s, we
find
λM−1 =
(M − 1) + 2
p
=
M + 1
M + 2
λM , (B21)
λM−2 =
M
M + 2
λM , (B22)
...
λ1 =
3
M + 2
λM , (B23)
λ0 =
2
M + 2
λM . (B24)
In addition, using Eqs. (58) and (59) for PLI, one can
show that
(x, y) =
(
1
3p
, 1− 1
3p
)
. (B25)
Thus
x =
1
3p
=
λM
3(M + 2)
, (B26)
y = 1− 1
3p
= 1− λM
3(M + 2)
. (B27)
That is, all the lower order dynamical variables for PLI
are constants (determined by M and λM ). So PLI corre-
sponds to a fixed point at order M . In fact, if we compare
the sequence of equations in Eqs. (B21)–(B27) to the ta-
ble summarizing inflationary fixed points at order M , Ta-
ble XI, we see that the fixed point corresponding to PLI
is precisely IB(ii)δ′′ in that table. (Although the entries
in Table XI were constructed for M ≥ 3, the expression
for this particular fixed point is valid for M = 1, 2 as well
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— and likewise covers the case M = 0 with appropriate
modifications — and hence the argument here includes
the case of M = 2, as alluded to in Appendix A.)
Thus, we have shown that all hyperbolic inflationary
fixed points, at any order M ≥ 0, have SSF realizations
that come in one of two varieties: pure de Sitter evolu-
tion, or quasi-de Sitter evolution consistent with power-
law inflation.
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